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RJE/CONTROLLER OUTPUT MESSAGES. 
Added RJE SYSTEM REMOTE OUTPUT MESSAGES section. 
Added *ID, *LO, *PD, *RB, *RS, *SD to list of 
RJE INPUT MESSAGES. 
Added *ID input message explanation. 
Added *PD input message explanation. 
Added *RB input message explanation. 
Added *RS input message explanation. 
Added. *SD input message explanation. 
Added section of HOST SYSTEM CONSOLE MESSAGES. 
Added section of RJE HOST SYSTEM OUTPUT ERROR MESSAC~ 
Added RJE HOST SYSTEM OPERATOR INPUT MESSAGES sectib~ 
Added RJF..A·SYSTEM CONTROL MESSAGES section. 
Added Type 08 to #1. 
Changed 4F7. 
Added 4;a. 
Added explanation of Type 08. 
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CONTROLLER (RJE/NDLDCH). 
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Added OUTPUT MESSAGE N0.2: "4foEND TRANSMISSION •• ' 
Added OUTPUT MESSAGE No.3: "FILE'fiiE;-name NOT 

PRESENT •• 0 RenumberEad remaining.messages 
Added second paragraph to *ID. INPUT MESSAGE 
Added further explana~ion to *LO- INP."(J,T MESSAGE 
Qualified *LO INPUT MESSAGE when used with 
*PB INPUT MESSAGE 

Added paragraph on invalid *QT INPUT MESSAGE 
Qualif°ied use of *LO INPUT MESSAGE with 

*RS INPUT MESSAGE 
Deleted *SB options (same as *PB options); 
referenced *PB options 

Qualified use of *LO INPUT MESSAGE with 
*SD INPUT MESSAGE 
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This document provides a detailed d~scription of the re•ote job 
entry CRJE> host system for the 81800/81700. 

Remote job entry utilizes data communications lines and remote 
terminals to enable remote users to enteT jobs for execution by a 
central Chostl data processing system. The purpose of any RJE 
system is to increase the availability and convenience of using a 
central Cbost> data processing system which is located some 
distance from the point at which the input data is produced and 
the output data is required. 

4 typical Burroughs RJE system is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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********** 
******** CARD * 
* * RE,DER * 
* ********** 

••••••••••••• * 
******************** * REMOTE •<****** 
* * * S4TELLITE ************>*********** 
* •<*******>* SYSTEM •<****** * LINE * 
* • *************<*>* * * PRINTER * 
* 81800/81700 •Data Communications * * *********** 
* HOST SYSTEM •Line * * 
• 
• * 

* * REMOTE * 
* SUPERVISORY * 
* CONSOLE * 
*************** 

CRSC) 

• *********** 
*****>* C'~D * 

* PUNCH * 
*********** 

figure 1.1 RJE System Configuration 

The basic objectives of the HOST/RJE system are: 

4. The introduction of programs from a remote input device for 
compilation and/or execution by the host systee. 

a. The introduction of data decks from a remote input device 
for processing by programs resident at the host system. 

c. Dispersing of data produced by the host system to the remote 
devices. 

o. Monitoring and controlling programs on the host system via a 
remote supervisory console. 
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Figure 2.1. below. illustrates the 81800/81700 Host RJE system in 
functional block form. The modules and their functional 
interface will be discussed in detail. 

81800/81700 CENTRAL SYSTEM TC3500 t ··-~ __________ ._ _____ .__._.,. • ._ ....... -~--·1 
·----------------------------· 

I *****•*********•********* I I ************* ********** I 
t * *********** * a I * REMOTE •<*** C-RD * I 
I * ********>* MCP II * * I t--->• SATELLITE * * READER * I 
I 1r • ******•**** 1r 1 I I * SYSTEM * ********** I 
I * * ********* ********* * I I I ****************** I 
I*•* ** ••I I I • V I 
1 * * * RJE/ • * NET- * • I I I * *********** J 
I • * * CON- * • WORK * * I I t * • LINE * I 
1 • 1r *TROLLER* * CON- •<------1 I * ' • PRINTER * I 
1 * * * * •TROLLER• * I • I * *********** I 
I * * * * * CNC> • * I * I * 1 
I * • * * * * * t * I * *************** J 
I * * ********* ********* • I * I • * REMOTE * t 
I * * * I * I 1r.ur>• SUPERVISORY * I 
t * ******"******Hr*** 1r f 1r I • CONSOLE * I 
I * * * * • I * 1 *************** I 
I * V V V * I • 1----------------------------1 
I * ****** ****** ******* * I • 
I * •USER• •USER• •~UTO-• * 1 ****> Oataco•w line 
I * •PGM • •PGM * •BACK-• * I 
t * * • * * •UP 1r * t 
I • ****** ****** ******* • 1 

Figure 2.1 81800/al700 Host RJE (functional Block form> 
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The design of the HOST RJE system provides for the following: 

A. The 81800/81700 system is compatible with Burroughs standard 
data communications line discipline and message format 
conventions defined by the RJE-A specifications. 

a. The 81800/81700 system maintains RJE co•sand language 
compatibility with Burroughs large and medium systems RJE. 

c. The 81800/91700 RJE system is transparent to the user Ci.e.# 
remote control cards and HCP comaands are a subset of the 
81800/81700 host control card and commands.> 

o. A 867JO compatible file security system is pro~ided. 

E. The RJE system supports up to sixteen concurrent users. 

The Network Controller <NC> is a Network Definition Language 
CNDL> generated program whose prime function is to process and 
supervise the flow of messages between the Central System and 
Remote Satellite Systems. It performs the data communications 
line discipline. The Network Controller handles the initiation 
and completion of data co•munication I/O and services exception 
conditions. Typically• 81800/81700 message flow is handled in 
the fotlowing manner: 

4. Upon receiving an error free message from a remote satellite 
system, the NC will queue the message Cvia a ·~ueue fite•> 
for RJE/CONTROLLER. 

a. RJE/CONTROLLER will read the message from the Queue and 
r::r oc es s it. 

c. On the output side. RJE/CONTROLLER Queues MCP messagesp 
output data, etc •• for the NC. 

o. Upon receiving the message from RJE/CONTROLLER. NC will 
initiate the appropriate procedures to transmit the message 
to the designated remot~ satellite system. 
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RJE/CONTROLLER is an MCS and is the heart of the 61800/81700 host 
RJE system •. It can be thought of as the functional software 
interface between the B1800/U170J operatjng system and the remote 
satellite system~ in that alt 1nput and out~ut information passes 
through it. Some of the more significant functions of 
RJE/CONTROLLER are: 

4. log nn and log off functions. 

a. Receive jobs from re~ote satellite syste1s and schedule them 
for eventual execution by the HCP• 

c. Schedule the transfer of print and punch backup files to the 
remote satellite systems. 

o. Handle system commands from re1ote satellite syste~s, either 
passing them on to the HCP• or processing them directly in 
RJE/CONTROLLER. 

£. Handte the transfer of output Ressages from the ~CP to the 
appropriate remote satellite systems. 

f. Invoke the automatic C4LLB4CK feature after a remote user 
has LOGGED OFF with jobs still running. This allows another 
resote user to LOG ON and use the host processor while the 
jobs for the former remote user are cci•pteted. ~s soon as 
the jobs for the former remote user are com~leted, and a 
djal out line becomes· available• the former user is 
automatically C~LLEO s•cK and his output is transmitted to 
hi•· 
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A reeote user has the ability to select names for files without 
having to be aware of name• u~ed by other r~mote users and at the 
same tiee has the ability to address host system site files. 
~owever• fo~ the host system to perfor• ljbrary •aintenance on 
all types of files' all file names sust be uniQue. 

To allow remote users to be isolate~ from each other so far as 
file na•e selection is concerned, and at the sa'e time ~aintain a 
syste• of uniQue names to the central syste•• user identification 
can be assigned by the data processing manager to each user of 
the system. RJEJCONTROLLER obtains this user identification 
eithe~ by remote satellite log-on or by a special control card. 

The activation of a remote satellite system is known as the 
"log-on" procedure. This "log-on" is accomplished by supplying 
RJE/CONTROLLER with a valid usercode and password combination. 
The user is referred to the secticn entitled "LOG-ON ANO LOG-Off 
MESSAGES" for information on the manner in which the user 
identification •ust be supplied. 

The usercode, if any~ obtained from the ~log-on" procedure is the 
default usercode associated with job decks which are r•ad from 
the remote reader and with such keyboard entries as •PO" entered 
fro~ the Remote Supervisory Console <RSC>. Any USER control 
cards contained in the job decks override this default usercode 
for the programs involved. 

becki acceptable from the remote card 'eader are the same as 
decks acceptable at the central site with the exception that 
binary card decks are not allowed. Programs cannot read cards 
directly from the remote read~r· All card decks are spooled on 
disk before a program can read the•· 4tl decks must be 
terminated by a n?ENO" card. 
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for oocumentation of the card decks that are acceptable• the user 
is referred to the. Systems Software Operational Guide, form 
Number 1068731. 

Backup files generated by RJE-initiated jots are ~laced in a 
special directory maintained by RJE/CONTROLLER. 

The names of the backup files are: 

<usercode> I # <integer> I # <usercode> I % <integer> 

4 "I" is used to indicate a pri~ter backup file. 
signifies a punch backup file. 

The .. % .. 

4 remote operator/system interface is provided to enable the 
operator to .control the jobs sub1itted fro• the remote system. 
This feature is provided through out~ut and input 1essages via 
the remote supervisory console <~SC>. 

There are four basic types of RSC output sessages: local, log-on 
and tog-off• RJE, and syste• messages. The followi~g paragraphs 
discuss these message types. 

Local •essages are n1essa9es generated by the remote computer 
p er t a i n i n g to i t s o w n c o n t r o l a n d err or h a n d l i n g • J h e s e i n c l u d e 
~reader hopp~r empty•- 9 printer out cf paper"' •modes 
trans•ission error"• and other such messages. The format of 
these •essages is dependent upon the ty~e of RJE satellite used 
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and is described in the documentation for the satellite system. 

lo em~lo~ RJE in a secured-terminal environeent <i.e.- one in 
which every user of an RJf terminal is reQuired to supply the 
controller with acceptable usercodes and passwords> the following 
procedure must be fol~owed. 

•fter establishing contact between the RJE terminal and the 
81800/81700 Cty dialing-in~ etc.), RJE/CO~TROllER wilt respond 
with the fotlowing me~sage for the RSC: 

#**** 61800/81700 RJE HOST <ti•e> <date> IUSERCOOE. 

The RJE operator must then enter a valid usercode at the RSC or a 
valid usercode password combination (5eparated by blanks or a 
slash). If only a usercode has been entered• RJE/CO~TROLLER will 
respond with: 

#A NO Y CUR PASS WO R 0. 

The correct response to this ·1 s a vaU d password ,entered at the 
RSC. Slant passwords ~re accepted by the RJE system either by 
entering a valid usercode foltowed by a slash and no password- or 
by entering a null message ~t the RSC when a password is 
requested. The usercode and password are chected for validity. 
If they are invalid• then RJE/CONTROllER will respond with the 
RSC ntessage: 

tSECURITY ERRORr ENTER USERCOOE. 

and the usercode must be re-entered~ If the user identification 
entered is found to be valid• RJE/CONTROLLER will respond with 
the following RSC message: 

•<remote station n~•e> LOGGED ON 4T <time> <date>. 
IS~SSION <session number>. 

The re•ote satellite system may now proceed with job introductton 
and RSC activity. 
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and is described in the documentation for the satellite system. 

Jo e•t::·loy RJE in a secured-terminal environ1ent <i.e.- one in 
which every user of an RJf terminal is requil'ed to supply the 
controlter with acceptable usercodes and passwords> the following 
procedure must be fol~owed. 

~fter establishing contact between the RJE terminal and the 
B1800/81700 Cty dialing-in~ etc.>• RJE/CO~TROLLER will respond 
with the following me~sage for the RSC: 

#•••• Bl800/B1700 RJE HOST <ti•e> <date> #USERCOOE. 

The RJE operator must then enter a valid usercode at the RSC or a 
valid usercode password combination <separated by blanks or a 
slash>. If only a usercode has been entered• RJE/CO~TROLLER will 
respond with: 

#ANO YCUR PASSWORD. 

The correct response to this 'is a valid pass.word entered at the 
RSC. Blank passwords are accepted by the RJE 

1

system either by 
entering a valid usercode followed by a slash and no password- or 
by entering a null message ~t the RSC when a password is 
requested. The usercod~ and password are chected for validity. 
If they are invalid• then RJE/CONTROLLER will res~cnd with the 
RSC 111essage: 

tSECURITY ERROR, ENTER USERCOOE. 

and the use~code must be re-entered. If the user identification 
entered is found to be valid~ RJE/CONlROLLER will respond with 
the fcltowjng RSC message: 

l<remote station na•e> LOGGED ON ~T <time> <date>. 
#SESSION <session number>. 

The remote satellite system may now proceed with job introduction 
and RSC activity. 
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FILE - S~VEO 
PURGED 

PUNCH 

Originator: RJE/AUTOBACKUP 

This message is sent whenever the trans•issio~ of a backup 
file to the re•ote site is ter1inated abnorMall~· such as 
through a "•QT" message or if the remote device receiving 
the file goes down~ 

3. "•FILE <tile-name> NOT PRESENT, NOT SENT." 

Originator: RJE/~UTOBACKUP 

lf a copy of RJE/4UTOS•CKUP is requested to se~d a backup 
file which is not ~resent on the system to a remote 
satellite system• then this message will be sent to the RSC. 
The most likely reason for this condition would be because 
the file resides on a pack which is not on line at the host 
at the ti•e the request is issued. The reeote satellite 
system may request <via a SPO •es•age to the host SPO> that 
the pack be mounted and readied after which the file eay be 
transmitted to the remote satellite system. 

4. "lfILE <file-name> - EOF HE4C~EO NO RECORDS PROCESSED." 

Originator: RJE/4UTOB4CKUP 

The KEY and RECORD options of the PS (PRINTER/PUNCH 84CKUP> 
afld SB <SITE BACKUP> re•cte input •essages cause 
RJE/~UTOB-CKUP to search a bac~up file acco~ding to the 
para•eters supplied in these options. Should RJEl•UTOB4CKUP 
scan an entire file without finding a ~atch for the 
para•eters Ci.e., the range of records requested does not 
exist in the file named)• then this message will be 
trans•itted to the RSC. The file will be saved at the host 
syste•· 

5. •f ILE <fil -naMe> LOCKED ~s • OISX FILE." 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 
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This •essa9e is sent to the RSC whenever a remote card 
has been locked on the host system as a dis~ file. 
re8ote card deck not directly associated with a remote 
will be locked as a disk file at the host co•puter. 

Originator: RJE/CONfROLLER 

deck 
Any 
jot 

Several err~r conditions may initiate this •essage. 4ll 
incoaing card decks to RJE/CONTROLLER must begin with 
control cards. If the deck does not begin with control 
ca~ds or there is an error in the deck itself• 
RJE/CONTROLLER sends thjs message. If a re•ote satellite 
system atte•pts to send card i~ages before tog on is 
complete• RJE/CONTROLLER sends this 1essage to the RSC. All 
card i•ages are discarded until t·he re•ote satellite system 
is fully togged on. 

1. "llNY•LIO CONTROL HESS4GE RECEIVED.• 

Origjnator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

The control •essages referred to in this error message are 
Burroughs RJEA system control 1essages explained later in 
this section. Should a message be received which is not 
defined for the systemP t~e above aessage wilt be sent to 
the RSC. Also• the type ~ control sessage ~ay only be sent 
i•medi~tely after log on arid prior to any other input to the 
ho s t • I f i t i s s en t a t an ·Y o t h er t · 1 • e,. t h i s 11 e s s a g e w i l l b e 
sent to the RSC. 
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•tl RJE input •essages have a specf fic for•at. i.e., an 
asterisk as the first non-blank character and an appropriate 
control string. If a message is received by RJE/HOST which 
does not conform to the defined format~ IINV KEYIN is 
transmitted to the RSC. The incorrectly formatted message 
ts discarded and the operator must re-enter it• correcting 
the error. 

9. •#LOG OFF IN PROCES~ RE~OER PURGED.• 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

If a remote op~rator logs off while rece1v1ng output• remote 
satellite syste• wilt re•ain on tine until coapletion of the 
transmission. 4t this time• however• no progras input will 
be per•itted. Should the operator attewpt to send a remote 
card deck, it wilt be djscarded and this message sent to the 
RSC. An •LO •essage will return the re•ote satellite syste• 
to its prior state• enabling the operator to enter jobs. 

10. "IPACK <pack name> REQUIRED fOfl USER <useccode>• RSN <RSN>.• 

Originator: RJE/tONTROtLER 

It is possible to set up a usercode to automatically require 
a specific pack when log on occurs. If RJE/CONTROLLEH 
deter•ines that the necessary pact is not on line• the above 
•essage is sent to the RSC. The re•ote satellite srstem 
operator •ust then converse with the host sy~tem operat~r 

<via the RSC) to decide if the pack should be loaded. Once 
the pack is on line. work •ay begin. If• however• the host 
operator decides to override the pack request• the following 
•essage will be sent to the RSC. 

•1PACK REQUESTED HAS BEEN OVERRIOOEN TO SYSTEM DISK• 
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The text portion of an •PB or •SB •essage is not scanned by 
RJE/CONTROLLER but passed to and 5canned by RJE/AUTOBACKUP. 
Should this text prove to be in e'ror• then the above 
nessage is sent to the RSC and the •PB o' •SB discarded. 
The operator at the re11ote satellite syste11 11ust then 
correct the erro~ and re-enter the •essage. 

12. "IQT IN PROCESS•" 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER· 

A QT entered by the host operator will cause the RJE syste• 
to log off every active user. 4ll output is saved and all 
jobs which have been executed are allowed to complete. 
l••ediatel, after the QT message has been entered1 a •JQT IN 
PROCESS• is sent to alt actfve users tefore their log off 
process begins. 

13. "ISAVE IN PROCESS.• 

Originator: RJE/CONTROllER 

An SV entered by the host operator wilt cause the user 
specified in the SV to be logged off. ~ll output is saved 
and ~lt jobs are allowed to coaptete. Iamediately after the 
SY has been entered• the above message will be sent to the 
RSC and the user logged off. 
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~ll other messages displayed .at the RSC are generated by the MCP. 
These messaqes have formats identical to these at the main system 
and includ~ replies qenerat.ed t·n response to system input 
•essages entered at the RSC. <See section entitled "SYSTEM INPUT 
MESSAGES".) 

There are two basic types of RSC input ~essa9es: 
•essages and system input Messages. The following 
discuss these Message types. 

RJE input 
par a graphs 

RJE/COHTROLLER has been designed as an interface between the 
re•ote satellite system and the MCP which services its RSC 
keyboard entries. Co•plete t~ansparency of this interf3ce is 
impossjble since many RSC keyboard entries eust be providej tQ 
co••unicate directly with the RJE/CONTROLLER. Therefore, any RSC 
input eessage beginning with the character "*" i5 handlea 
directly by RJE/CONTROLLER. 

These RJE input •essages provide control ever the following areas 
of RJE/CONT~OLLER activity: session tog-off• debugging aids• 
4utobactup routine activity, states of RJE ter•inal run-ti~e 
options• datacomm reconfiguratiOn• inter·ter•inal communication• 
and environaent interrogation. 
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The available RJE input messages are discussed in the foltowing 
paragraphs. The mnemonics of these keyboard entries are as 
follows: 

•BYE 
•Cl 
•FM 
•IO 
•LC 
•LO 
•PB 
•PO 
•PH 
•QT 
•RB 
•RO 
•RS 
•SB 
•SO 
•Sf 
•SO 
•SS 
•TF 
•TO 
•US 
•WH 
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The •BYE input message causes the current session to te 
terminated. 4ny active jobs initiated by the satellite system 
are left active. If the satellite system is receiving a data 
strea•, the stream will be al lowed to complete. If the satellite 
system is sending a job deck• the card reader is cleared and the 
deck is discarded. When transmitti~g over switched lines the 
satellite system is disconnected. 

Example: 
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The •Cl input ~essage allows the re•ote ope~ator to clear the 
remote card reader. The host system will purge any program 
currently being received from the satellite system and will 
respond with the m~ssage "#CR CLE4R". 

Example: 
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•FM INPUT HESS4GE <RESPONSE TO SPECIAL FORMS> 
-~------~---~-----------~~~---~---~~~-------~ 

for•at: •fM <unit mnemonic> 

The •FM input message is a respo"se to the "SPECIAL FORMS 
REQUIRED• message. The unit-mnemonic desig"ates which unit is to 
be assigned to the f ite. The message: 

•1sPECIAL FORMS REQUIRED ON PRINT 
PUNCH 

FILE - <f ite ~ame>" 

is displayed on the remote console printer and ~equires that an 
•fH message be subNitted by the reeote operator before the file 
can be t~ansmitted. 

Exa•ple-: 

trf M LP 
•FM CP 
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•IO INPUT MESSAGE <REMOTE SITE IDENTIFIER> 

------------------------------------------
for•at: •10 = <id •essage> 

The •ID input message is to permit 5atellite systems to supply a 
satellite system identifier to the host system. So•e satellite 
RJE i1plementations can send this •essage via a special control 
message and wilt not n~ed this message while soNe i•plementations 
<e.g., OClOOO> aust use this command. The ID •essage may be up 
to 17 non-blank characters i~ length. 

This co•mand wilt be accepted only after log on• and before any 
action by the host for the user. It •ay te entered any nu•ber of 
times if no other actions have occu~red. If entered incorrectly, 
an error message witl be sent and the coa1and must be re-entered• 
providing the original error did not produce an error condition 
that has to be remedied first. 

Example: 

•IO = 012345&78 
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The •LC input message allows the re1ote operator to enter given 
text in the syste••s SPO log as an RJE/CONTROLLER ~essage entry 
associated· with the current session number. lhe text is also 
displayed on the host console printe~. The RJE/CO~TROLLER 
responds by displaying "#" on the remote console printer. 

Example: 

•LC MESSAGE SYSTEMS SPO LOG 
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The •LO input message allows the rewote ~perator to bypass the 
LOG-ON requirement. The •LO •essage does not assign a usercode 
or password to the satellite system. Therefore. each job entered 
from the satellite syste1 must have a usercode and/or password 
control card. This message is onty valid at log-on time. If a 
user logs on with this message. then input 1e5sages which reQuire 
knowledge of a remote site•s usercode will be disabled. <i.e •• 
* PB• * S B • • PD • • S 0 • ,, R B • 11 i< S > • 

Example: 
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•PB INPUT HESS-GE <PRINTER/PUNCH B~CKUP> 

----~-------~------~-~~--~------~---~---

For,. at l > •?8 J <job number~ <option-1 Coption-21 ••• > 

2) •PB S <session number> <option-1 Coption-21 ••• > 

3) •PB <backup number> <option-1 Copticn-21 ••• > 

4) •PB - <option-1 Coption-21 ••• > 

The •PB input message allows the satellite system operator to 
initiate the transmission of a print or punch disk file to the 
satellite system. Format 1 transmits all bac~up files that were 
created under the specified job number. For•at 2 transmits all 
backup files that were created under the specified session 
nuaber. Format 3 transmits the backup file specified by the 
backup number. format 4 t~ans•its all backup files that were 
created under the usercode with which the satellite system 
LOGGED-ON. If a satellite system has bypassed the LOG-ON 
procedure by using the •LO in~ut aessage~ the •PB will ~ot be 
accepted since the •PB will apply only to files created under the 
re•ote operator's usercode.· 

OPTION 

COPIES integer 

DOUBLE 

KEY 

1..ABEL<S> 

fUt4C T ION 

.Causes RJ£/AUT08ACKUP· to prodyce 
copies of the specified tackup file. 
is the default if this option 
specified. 

integer 
One copy 
is not 

Causes RJE/~UTOBACKUP to double-space the 
entire printer listing• overriding any 
carriag~ cont,ol specified in the backup file. 

Allows specification of a range of records to 
be printed or punched. ~ detailed description 
of the syntax is given below. All records in 
the file will be printed or punched if this. 
option is omitted. 

4llows the remote operator the ability tG 
request the labels of all backup files to be 
pr i n t e d · on . t h e r e mo t e pr i n t er • T h ; s o p t ion i s 
the only option that cannot have any other 
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RECORD range 

S~VE 

SINGlE 

option associated with it. 

Allows specification of a range of records to 
be printed or punched. Output will begin with 
the physicat record specified by integer·l 
<the first record in the backup file is record 
number 1> and continues until the physical 
record specified by integer-2. If integer-2 
is omitted• end-of-file is assumed as the 
ter·minator. Ul records in the file are 
pri.nted or punched if this option is omitted. 

Causes RJE/-UTOB4CKUP to leave the backup file 
on disk when the ff.le is closed. The file 
will be re•oved fro• dis~ if this.option is 
omitted. 

Causes RJE/~UTOB4tKUP to single-space the 
entire printer listing~ overriding any 
carriage control specified in the backup file. 

The complete syntax for the KEY option is: 

* 
* 
* 

KEY 
co mp H. er-na11e 

integer-1 integer-2 
.. 

EQU4L string-3 fr 

•••••****************************************•*****************•* 

Use of the KEY option allows specification of a range of records 
to be printed or punched according to informatioTI within the 
records themselves <e.g. a sequence number>. The portion of 
each record to be compared. aay be specified. as well as the 
infor•ation that witl start and stop the output. 

Integer-1 specifies the cotumn number of the subfield to be used 
for the compa·re argune'nt• and integer-2 specifies the length. 
Integer-2 aust be greater than zero and less than ten. The 
to•piler•na•e option causes auto•atic generation of the proper 
cotu•n nuaber and length pair that corresponds to the sequence 
field of the output listing produced by the specified co•piler. 
The permissibte compiler-na•es that can be used are BASIC, CUBOL# 
FORTRAN• MIL• NOL• RPG• SOL• 04SOL and UPL. 
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The RANGE and EQUAL parameters specify the argu•ent to which the 
subfield in each record is to be co•pared~ and the action to be 
taken when a •true• co•parison is detected. The strings can be 
e i th er an i n t e g er or an a l p ha nu• er i c l t t er at enc lo s e d w it h i n 
quote •arks. When the co•parison argu•ents are of different 
lengths• an integer string i5 teft•truncated or left zero-filled 
to the sa•e length as the subfield; an alphanu•eric literal is 
right·truncated or right space-filled to the sa•e length as the 
subf i el d. 

If EQUAL is specified~ printing and punching will begfn when an 
exact co•parison has been t1ade between the subf feld and string-3,. 
and will continue until end•of•f ile is reached. 

If R-NGE is specified• printing or punching will begin when an 
exact comparison has been made between the subfield and string-1. 
The· printing and punching continues until an exact comparison is 
•ade between the subfield and string-2, or until end-of-file is 
reached. whichever occurs first. 

If string•l is equal to string-2• the entire bac~up file will be 
searched. Every record in which the designated subfield matches 
strinq-1 is printed or punched. 

Since the specified co•par;sons require an e~act eatch between 
the string and the subfield• no sequential ordering of the backup 
file is necessary. 

NOTE: If both the RECORD option and the KEY option are 
spec i f i e d i n. th e · s a tD e s tat e •en t • · th e co 11 p ar i son s 
specified by the KEY o~tion wilt be wade only within the 
range of records specified by the RECORD option. 

EJCa•ples: 

*PB J 125 
•PB s 17 
•PB 4 RECORD 5 
*PB = COPIES 4 RECORD 5. 
•PB 3 KEY COBOL RANGE 123 567 
•PB z KEr 1 G EQU4L -~ac• 
•PB 53 RECORD l 100 DOUBLE SAVE 
1rp9 = L-BELS 
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The •PD tnput message allows the satellite system operator to 
interrogate the host system•s output file directory for files 
entered under the usercode with which he logged on. If n~ files 
are found to match the PD as entered' the following ·•essaqe is 
displayed at the RSC. 

"lflLE<S> NOT ON DISK" 

This •essage is also displayed if the satellite system operator 
bypassed the log on p~ocedure by usi.ng the •LO input message. 
for ever 1 f i l e th at i s found,. t he •es sage 

"tPD = <f ite name> 

is displayed at the RSC and at the end of the listing of files 
the •essage below is displayed •. 

.. #END PO" 

Example: 

•PD J 495 
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•PH INPUJ MESS4GE <CURRENT PHONE NUMBER) 
-~---~--~-~-------~~--~--------~----~---

F oraat.: •PH 

This co••and witt inform the operator of the current phone 
numb er. 

Example: 

•PH 
PHONE NUHBER IS 964-3019 

for•at: •PH = <phone-number> 

This co••and allows th~ phone nusber to be entered or changed. 
lhe phone number is requested when the CALLBACK option is set and 
is used for automatically re-establishing connection to a reMote 
user afte' he has togged off in order to trans•it his output. A 
<phone-nueber> can be up to ZO characters including dashes c•-"> 
for time separators <c.f. NOL "PHONE ; <TEXT>•). The phone 
nu•ber entered will be echoed back for ~erification. 

Example: 

•PH = 1-eos~9&4-&sa1-412 
PHONE NUMBER IS 1-805-964-6881-412 
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•QT INPUT MESSAGE (QUIT TRANS"ITTING> 
---~----~---~-----~-----~-----~-----~ 
For•at: •QT <unit-mne•onic> <option> 

The •QT input message allows the ~eeote operator to control 
printing and punchiog of backup files. The <~nit-•ne•onic> must 
b e a l i n e pr i n t er < LP > or car d pun c h < C P ) • 0 pt i on s c an be us e d 
to control the output and action ta~en by AUTOBACKUP. 4 detailed 
description of these options follows: 

Option ......... 
+ ~integer> 

- <integer> 

COP l ES 

PURGE 

SINGLE 

WHERE 

Function ------.---
Causes RJE/4UTOB•CKUP to skip forward the 
nu•ber of records specified by the integer 
and ~ontinue transmis~ion of the print or 
punch file. 

Causes RJE/-UTOB•CKUP to 
nuaber of records specified 
and continue trans•ission 
pu.nch fit e. 

skip backward the 
by the integer 
of the print or 

Causes ~JE/AUTOBACKUP to interrogate the 
number of copies left to be trans•itted and 
displays the •essage on the re•ote console 
pr;nter.· 

Causes RJEl•UTOBACKUP to stop transmitting 
the current back~p file and remove the backup 
file fr om disk. 

Causes RJE/AUTOBACKLP to override any 
carriage cont~ol information in the backup 
file and replace the carriage control 
informatjon with a single space carriage 
control character. 

Causes RJEIAUtOBACKUP. to display on the 
re•ote console the nu•ber of records 
trans•1tted so far. 

·If no copy of RJE/,UTOB•CKUP is active when this command i' 
entered- an error message will be generat~d infor•iflg the user 
that the co••and is inva·lid in that conte1t. 
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•RB INPUT MESSAGE <REMOVE REMOTE BACKUP ENTRY> 

-----------------------------------------------
for•at l> •RB J <iob number> 

Z> •RB S <session number> 

3> •RB <backup nu•ber > 

The •RB input m~ssage allows the satellite system operator to 
interrogate the host systea•s output file directory and remove 
entries fro• both the directory and the syste•• lf no files are 
found under the format entered or ff the satellite system 
operator logged on via the •LO input •essage• then the fotlowing 
•essage is displayed is the ·RSC. 

•tf ILE <f ite name> NOT ON DISK# 

for eve~y file that is found and removed the following message is 
displayed at the RSC. 

"If ILE <file name> REMOVED" 

Exaapte: 

•RB S 1001 
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lhe •RO jnput •essage allows the remote operator to reset the 
options used br RJE/CONTROLLER. RJE/CONTROLLER replies with the 
verification that the option has been reset after each •RO 
message. The reply format is: 

<option-name>=O 

If the option name specified is illegal. RJE/CONTROLLER responds 
with: 

IINV KEYIN. 

Refer to the docuaentaticn on •SO fo' a description of the 
<option name>. 

Exa•pte: 

•RO CALLBACK 
CALLBACK=O 
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--------------------------------------------~ 

for•at 1> •RS J <job nu•ber> 

2> •RS S <session number> 

3> •RS <backup number> 

~> •RS <<usercode>> 

The •RS input message allows the satellite system operator to 
interrogate the host system's output f ite directory and to re•ove 
files fro• both the directory and the syste•• The first search 
is for the USERCOOE~ P•SSWORO and SITE 10 of the satellite 
syste1. When a match has been found for all three of these• the 
search will then be initiated for the specification entered by 
the •RS •essage. If no ~ite id was entered at log on by the 
satellite system operator• or if a *LO was used to log on• or if 
no f ites were found matching the para•eters given• the following 
wessage is sent to the RSC •. 

•tf ILE(S) ~OT -ON DISK" 

For every file that is found and re•oved the •essage below is 
displayed at the RSC. 

"#FILE <fite name> REMOVED• 

Exampte: 

•RS <USER l 
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•SB INPUT MESSAGE <SITE 8-CKUP> 
~--------------~-~----~-----~--

for mat l) •58 J <job number> <option•l Coption-21 ••• > 

Z> •SB s <sesston nu ab er> <option•t Coption-21 ••• > 

l> •SB <backup nu•ber> <option-1 Coption-21 ••• > 

4) •SB << usercode> > <opt i on-1 Coption-zJ ••• > 

5) •SB = <option-1 (opt ion•ZJ ••• > 

The •SB input •essage allows the remote operator to print or 
punch files at the satellite syste• si~e. This com•and can 
initiate the printtng of any file entered under the usercode• 
password and site-id of the resote user regardless of which 
actual usercode created the file. 

F or11at 1 

Foraat 2 

Fcr•at 3 

Format 4 

format 5 

Options: ---- ---

Prints or punches all bac*up files that were created 
~nder the specified job number. 

Prints or punch es at l backup. files that were created 
under the specified session nu•ber. 

Prints or punches the back~~ files specified by the 
backup nu•ber. 

Prints or punches atl backup files created under the 
specified usercode; the parentheses are required. 

Pr int s or pun ch es all backup fites created by 
RJE/CONTR3LLER. 

Various options allowed by the •SB INPUT MESS•GE are the sa•e as 
th~ *PB options. See •PB INPUT HESS-GE <PRINTER/PUNCH B~CKUPl, 
Section 3·. 
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*SD INPUT MESS4GE <PRINT SITE DIRECTORY> 

For•at 11 •so·J <job number> 

2> •SD S <session nu•ber> 

3 > • S 0 <b a c k up numb er > 

4> •SD <<usercode» 

The •SD input message allows the satellite system operator to 
interrogate the host syste1•s output file directory for files 
which were entered under the usercode• password and site id 
specified and which ~atch one of the above for•ats. If no 
usercode or site id was entered at log on• or if a •lO was used 
to log on. or if no files were found in the directory, the 
aessage below is displayed at the RSC. 

•tf ILE<S> NOT ON DISK" 

for every file that is found aatching the specifications• the 
following •essage is displayed at the· RSC. 

•1so = <file ~ame> 

At the end of the li5ting of file$P a final •essage is printed. 

"IEND sow 

E xaapl e: 

*SD J 512 
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lhe •SF input •essage allows the remote operator to specify the 
max nu•bers of characters per trans•ission tlock. The initial 
default buffer sfze ts 402 <number of characters between STX and 
ETX>. The integer •ust fall between 135 and 402 inclusive. 

Exa•pte: 

•Sf 200 
BLOCKING FACTOR=ZOO 
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•SO INPUT MESS4GE <SET OPTION> 
·-~-~-~---------~--~~-~------~ 

Fermat: •SO <option-name> 

The •SO input message allows the remote operator to set the 
o~tions used by RJE/CONTROLLER. RJE/CO~TROLLER replies with the 
~erification th~t the option ~as been set after each •SO message. 
The reply format is: 

<option-name>=! 

If the option name specified is illegal• RJEiCONTROLLER responds 
with 

IINV KEYIN. 

The three run-time remote ter•inat options are as follows: 

Option 

AUTDPRINT 

4UTOPUNCH 

C4LLB~CK 

Exa•pte: 

function 

When this opt1cn is set• all print files are 
automatically trans•itted to the satellite system 
as soon as the job has been co1pleted• without 
intervention by the re•ote ope~ator. 

When this option is set, all punch files are 
automatically transmitted to the satellite syste• 
as soon as the job has been completed. without 
intervention by the re•ote ope~ator. 

When this option is ~et• and a remote user logs 
off with jobs active. co~nection is automatically 
re-established upon completion of these jobs using 
the phone .nu•ber supplied by the •PH aessage. 
Output is then trans•itted to the remote user. 
The line is available for other users during the 
ti•e between the log off and the reconnection. 

•SO ~UTOPRINT 
AUTOfRINT=l 
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The •SS input message allows the re•ote operator to send console 
printer messages to the host system or to another satellite 
sys t e 11 t h at i s l o g g e d- o n. f or eat l r e s u t t s i n the t e x t p or t i o n 
of the message being displayed on the host console printer. 
format 2 results in the text· portion of the •essage being 
displayed on any satellite syst~m console. printer that 
corresponds to the given usercode. for11at J results in the te>et 
portion of the aessage being displared on the satellite system 
console printer that corresponds to the gi~en Re•ote Station 
Number <RSN>. 

~SN is calculated from the LSN received fro• NOL 
The catcutation ~s LSN/4+1. 

If the sateltite system is not cu~rently logged-on• 
RJE/CONTROLLER witl respond with the follcwing aessage:, 

tlNV KEYIN. 

Successful communication is indicated 
responds with "•·· When using for•at 2• 
required. 

Example: 

•SS WHAT TIME IS IT 

• •<A> SS WHO ARE YOU 

' •1& SS WHO -RE YOU · 
• 

when RJE/CONTROLLEH 
the ~arentheses are 
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•Tf IWPUT MESSAGE <TEST BLOCKING FACTOR> 

------------~---~---~-~----------------~ 

form at: •Tf 

The *Tf input n1essage allows the f'eaote operator tc inter~ 
the current setting of the blocking factor. <See ••sf•.> 

Example: 

•Tf 
B.LOCKI NG f-CTOR=402 
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The •TO input Message allows the re•ote operator to interrogate 
the status of its re•ote options. Option Z wilt only interrogate 
the status of <option•na111e> Cc.f. •SO 1• thus selectively 
reducing the typed output. 

Example: 

•TO 
AUTOPRINT=l 
4UTOPUNCH=O 
CALL8ACK=1 

•TO ClLL S4CK 
CALLBACK=O 
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The •US input message allows the rewote operator to obtain a list 
of every remote satellite syste• in the network by Remote Station 
Nu•ber <RSN>. 

Exa•pte: 
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•W~ INPUT MESSAGE <OISPL~Y CURRENT RJE/CONTROLLER> 

--------------------------------------------------

The •WH input message atlows the re1ote operator to request the 
compile date and time of RJE/CONTROLLER. 

Exampte: 

*·~" RJE/COkTROLLER COMPILED ON 28 JUL 80 AT 17:12:59.4 
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~tl RSC input •essages that are not prefixed with an ••" are sent 
to the MCP in the manner in which they are keyed-in. The HCP 
then generates appropriate responses which are sent to the RSC. 
Every atte•pt has be~n -1ade to •ake the RSC as similar as 
possible to the central system SPO; however~ security 
restrictions have i•posed certain constraints on RSC keyboa~d 
entries. Also• certain keyboard entries such as those which 
alter central systeM ~pt ion~ or purge or clear central system 
peripherals have been disallowed whefl entered at an RSC. The 
legal system input aessages a~e indicated below: 

OH OP 

HS HW 

Of OK 

RB R£ 

UL us 

4T 

OS 

IL 

OL 

RF 

DY 

LO 

OU 

RH 

WO WM 

Bf CO CH 

END EX f N 

LO LP L$ 

PO PH pp 

RS RX SP 

ws WT WY 

co CP cu OA DB 

FR f S f W GO Gl HN 

HH MO MP HR NT 

PR PS PV Qf QP QU 

ST SW sz TO TI TS 

zg 

Atl the underlined SPO co•mands require a valid usercode and 
password. It is possible for a re•ote user to copy or backup his 
files using SYSTEM/COPY const~ucts; i.e •• copy, ADD· COMPARE. 

Job related syste• input •essages .•ay refer only to jobs 
initfated by the terminal where the teyboard entry is entered. 

io •ss•st the host 81800/81700 RJE operator. RJE Hcst provides 
console input and.output •essages. With these• the operator has 
the abil.ty to interrogate and control the 81800/81700 Host RJE 
package. The current Host RJE output and input •essages are 
discussed in th~ following sections. 
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The •eaning of •ost of the host svste• co"sote output messages 
di~ptayed by RJE Host is either self-evident or explained 
elsewhere in this document. However• so•e unsolicited Messages 
are indicative of an error within the RJE syste• which 1ay either 
require some intervention by the host system operator or inform 
the operator of some minor malfunction within the RJ£ Host 
system. These messages and th~ir definitions are discussed in 
the following paragrap_hs. 

1. "tCONT~Ol RECORD OUT OF R~NGE." 

Originator: RJE/4UT084CKUP 

This message generally does not occur within a normal 
operating environment. It indicates the receipt by 
RJE/-UTOB4CKUP of an incorrectly formatted sessage from 
RJE/CONTROLLER. This erro' i5 not serious; the programs 
will continue. 

2. "tENO T~SK RECORD OUT Of SEQUENCE.• 

Originator: RJE/AUT084CKUP 

This wessage should not be encountered within a normal 
operating environment. It is displayed when RJEJ~UTOB,CKUP 
receives a •essage fro• RJE/CONTROLLER out of proper 
sequence. The programs witt'recover• howe~er• should this 
or any other error message be received with great frequency, 
the RJE system should be terminated Ce.g.. by the QT or ST 
local SPO messages• or by <mix>DS or <•i~>DP). 

3. •1ERROR OCCURRED WHilE ATTEMPTING TO INITI~LIZE USERCOCE. 
FILE.• 

Originator: RJE/CONTROllER 

After execution• 
usercode/password 
an error is 

RJE/CONTROLLER initializes the system's 
file via a co••unicate Mith the MCP. If 

encountered during this procedure• 
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RJE/CONTROLLER disptays this •essage and terminates. The 
error must be corrected before the program can be executed 
again. 

4. •.ff ILE RECORD OUT OF SEQUENCE." 

Originator: RJE/AUTOBACKUP 

This •essage should not be encountered Uflder normal running 
conditions. It indicates that RJE/4UTOB•CKUP received a 
•essage from RJE/CONTROLLER that was out of proper sequence. 
Alt progra~s will continue. No operator intervention is 
necessary unless RJE/~UTOB•CKUP generates error aessages 
frequently. If this occurs. the RJE syste1 should be 
terminated <e.g.. by the QT or ST local •essages• or by 
<mix>DS or <mix>OP>. 

S. "lftl£ "RJE/HESSAGES• NOT FOUNO.• 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

Aft~r execution• RJE/CONTROLLER opens a random disk file 
naaed "RJE/MESS•GES" which contains all output •essages for 
RJE/CONTROLLER. If this file cannot be found• this message 
is displayed and RJE/CONTROLLER · terminates. If 
RJE/CONTROLLER reside~ on a user ~ack instead of system 
disk• RJE/MESSAGES must also reside on the use~ pack. 

6. "IINV4ll0 MESSAGE RECEIVED". 

Originator: RJE/~UTOB~CKUP 

A s w i t h at l o th er er r or me s s a g e s fr o 11 R J E / ft U 1 O 8 A C tW P • t h i s 
•essage should not be encountered. It indicates that 
RJE/tUTOE4CKUP has received an unreccgnizable sessage fro• 
RJE/CONTROLLER. The programs will recover. 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER or RJEt•UTOB~CKUP 

This messaqe is displayed by either ~rogra1 tr response to 
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the entry of an invalid operator input sessage. 

e. "ILOSS Of OAT4 SET RE~OY ON LINE <line nu•ter>". 

Originator: NETWORK CONTROLLER 

Thf s message is causec by a ha~dware •alfunction. It 
notifies the host system operator that the data set on the 
line specified has dropped data set ready. This condition 
is not fatal to the user currently lo99ed en that line as no 
output will be lost. All files witl be saved and all jobs 
will complete. The data set should be checked before the 
user togs on agatn. 

9. "#MESSAGE RECEIVE» FOR NON 4CTIVE St•TION". 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

This wessage is displayed by RJE/CONTROLLER when a message 
is received from the ~CP where the session nu•ber of the 
message does not •atch any session nuate~ currently active 
in the system. The message is discarded and RJE/CONTROLLER 
continues. 

10. "tPACK <pack name> REQUIRED FOR U5ER <Cusercode>>• HSN 
<RSN>". 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

Following the successful log on of a user whose usercode 
requires a pack• this message is displayed at the host 
system. The host syste1 operator should converse with the 
re•ote satellite system operator to determine if the pack 
na•ed should be loaded on the syste•· If it is decided to 
use system disk instead of the usEr pack• an OV should be 
entered at the host system. This over,ides the pack request 
~nd sehds all jobs ~o s~ste•:disk. If a job is entered 
before the user pac~ is on line or the OV entered~ that job 
Mill go to systee disk automatically. 

11. "IP8 OR SB INVALID SYNT'X" 

Originator: RJE/4UTOB4CKUP 
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This ·message is displaye~ by RJE/4U10BACKUP when an RT local 
input message entered by RJE/CO~TROLLER contains erroneous 
text. When this.error occurs• no files are t~ansmitted to 
the re•ote satellite system. The host system operator 
should correct and re-enter the message. 

12. "#RECORD RECEIVED FOR NON ACTIVE JOBft 

Originator: RJE/CONTRullER 

RJE/CONTROLLER receives HCP •essa9es which reference both 
users and jobs. If a message is received where the user 
referenced is active but the jcb specified is not currently 
running under that user• this wessage is displayed. The HCP 
•essage is discarded and RJE/CONTROLLER continues. 

13. "#RETRIES UP ON LINE <line number>" 

Originator: NETWORK CONTROLLER 

This •essage is disptayed by the Network Controller when the 
•essage it is trying to send on the line specified is not 
being aetnowledged and the retry count is exhausted. The 
host ~yste• operator may let the Network Ccntrrilter continue 
to send to the remote satellite syste• or it may instruct 
the Network Controller to discard t~e •essage via an 9£ 
local input •essage. 
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This 1essage should not be encountered under normal running 
conditions. It indicates that the mes5age received by 
RJE/-UTOE-CKUP from RJE/CON'JROLLER is out of proper 
sequence. The prograss wilt continue to run. No operator 
intervention is necessary unless this message is frequently 
displayed. 

15. "IUSER RECORD OUT OF SEQUENCE• 

Originator: RJE/AUTOBACKUP 

This is another of the RJE/4UTOB~CKUP 1essages which should 
not be encountered in a nor1al running environment. It 
indicates that RJE/CO~TROLLER has sent RJEl•UTOB~CKUP a 
nessage which is out of proper sec~ence. The progra~s 

continue and the operator should interYene only if this or 
some other RJE/~UTOB•CKUP 1essage is f~equent enough to 
warrant terminating the RJE system <e.g •• by the QT or ST 
local SPO messages• or by <mix>OS or <•i•>OP>. 

16. "#WARNING: DIRECTORY NEARLY FULL• 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

The output file directory used by the RJE/CO~TROLLER is a 
large disk file <10,000 records> which, under even the most 
extreMe conditions• should never be tilled~ Should the file 
~ver be nearly futl Cless than 50 records ~emaining>• then 
the above message is displayed whenever a record is added to 
the file. If this si.tuation occurs,, the directorr should be 
purged of entries which are not needed. 
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The workfile used by the RJE/CONTROLLER is a targe disk file 
<10•000 records> which- under even the •ost extreMe 
conditions• should never be filled. If the fite is close to 
being fitled• then the above message wilt be displayed 
whenever a record is added to the file. If this situation 
occurs, active users should be logged off until the workfile 
stabilizes with the co•pletion of their re•ote jobs. 

18. "WARNING: CONTROL CARO FIELD TRUNCATION" 

Originator: RJE/CONTROLLER 

Columns 73-80 of the control cards f~o• a remote station are 
blacked out' comment~ <starting with•%"> are removed ana 
trailing blanks are ignored~ . The 'evaining data is then 

·packed into a 2000 byte area. If this 2000 byte area is 
filled all further control inforwation is ignored and 
RJE/CONTROLLER sends the above •essage to the remote 
station. 

19. "#INVALID LSN FROH STATION ST-TUS• 

20. "IILLEG~l TERMINAL TYPE" 

21. "•INCONSISTENCY BErwEEN LSN•S Of RSN" 

These three messages <19• 20• and 21> are originated by 
RJE/CONTROLLER and indicate possibl~ hardware malfunction. 
•n autom~tic DUMP is produced tc assist iTI locating the 
problem. 
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The host system operator may interrogate and control 
RJE/CONTROLLER via host systeft tnput •essa9es. These messages 
are free fora with no embedded blanks allowed within tokens. 
They are defined by a unique two character 1nemonic which ~ust be 
the first non-blank series of characters in the message. 

RJE/CONTROLLER always acknowledges host syste1 inp~t messages. 
If the message was entered correctly- a pound siqn "•• wilt be 
displayed or a detailed response to the co•eand. If an invalid 
•essage is entered the following is displayed. 

"•INV KEYih" 

the current RJE host input messages are discussed in the 
following section. 
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~p HOST SYSTEM INPUT MESS~GE C~UJOPRINTS RUNhlNG> 
--~---~---~-~------~--~---~----~~---~~--~---~---~ 

format: 4P <number> 
4P 

The AP input message per•its the host systes operator to control 
the number of copies of RJE/-UlOB•CKUP which may run 
simultaneously. The nu•ber supplied must ~e betweefl l and 16 
inclu~ive. If the nu•ber entered is greater thafl the current 
setting* RJE/CONTROLLER will search for a u5er which •ight need a 
copy of RJE/AUTOBACKUP and execute a copy for that user. 
RJE/CONTROLLER will respond with the following 1essage. 

"INUHBER Of COPIES SET TG "<number>" 

If no number is supplied, RJE/CONTROtlER will display the current 
number of autoprints which •ay run at one time. 

Example: 

~p 5 
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av HOST SYSTE~ INPUT HESS~GE (OVERRIDE P•CK> 
-----------------------·~-~---~-~~--~-~~~---

format: OV <RSN> 

following the successful log on of a re1ote user who ~eQujres a 
pack or cartri·dge not currently on line. the following •essage is 
displayed at both the RSC and the host syste• SPO. 

"IP~CK <pack name> REQUIRED FOR USER <Cusercode>>• RSN <RSN>" 

Should it not be coovenient or desirable to put the user pack on 
line• the host system operator may enter an GV •essag~. This 
will force all jobs for that user to run on systes disk. If a 
job requiring an absent pack is executed• the MCP will 
automatically send that job to system disk. If the host system 
cperator overrides the pack request' the fol.lowing message is· 
sent to the RSC. 

"IPlCK REQUESTED H~S BEEN OVERRIOEN 10 SYSTEM DISK" • 
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QT HOST SYSTE~ INPUT MESSAGE <QUIT RUNNING> 

-------------------------------------------
f or11 at: QT 

This input 1essa9e allows the host syste1 operator to halt the 
RJE systee fn an orderlt manner. All reeote satellite syste•s 
which are logged on but have no active jobs and are receiving no 
output will ismediately be logged off. All other osers will 
continue until the current output task has been coepleted. These 
users ~ill then be togged off. Atl remcte jobs will be allowed 
to complete before RJE/CONTROLLER goes to EOJ. 

The QT aessage must oe ente,ed twice. After the first entry~ the 
following message is displayed. 

The actual QT begins after the operator enters the second QT. 

Examp'le: 

QT 
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Thjs input message is directed to the Networt Controller. If the 
Network Controller exh~usts the retry count for a •essage on a 
certain line• it wilt display the following messa9e. 

"#RETRIES UP ON LINE <line nuNber>" 

The Network Control lef" continues to transait the 11essa9e unt,il 
the host system operator enters "RE <tine #> " to RJE/CONTROLL~. 
RJE/CCNTROLLE~ queues a •essage for the Network Controller 
causing it to discard the message when retries are up. 

Example: 

RE 1 
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RT HOSTS SYSTE" INPUT HESS4GE <ROUTE FILE> 
---~~-------~-~~--------------------------

Format l> RT ALL <file name> C<text>l 

2) RT <RSN> <file name> (<text>] 

3> RT <(usercode>> <tile na1e> C<text>l 

The RT input message allows the host system operator to route 
backup files to specific retote satellite systems. The •4LL• 
format wilt route a copy of the specified file to every user 
currently logged on. The <RSN> for•at ~ill route the file to the 
RSN specified if a valid user is logged on at that RSN. The 
<(usercode>> format will cause the host system to send the file 
to all users logged on under the given usercode. 

Jo send a file• a copy of RJE/4UTOB4CXUP must be availatle for 
e~ery user or RJE/CONTROLLER witl try to schedule a copy of 
RJE/AUTOBACKUP for the user and display the following message. 

The file name entered must ·conform to RJE backup file naming 
conventions for the messag~ to be valid. ~n .example is shown: 

[<pack id>l/<multi-file·id>i<"I" or "%"><backup number> 

The <nuttt-file-id> need not be a usercode, 
character field of ten characters or less. 

but may be any 

The file will always be saved at the host syste• regardless of 
the format used to enter the message. The teJt field in the 
above for~ats is jdentical to the text field in the ·~PB" and 
"•S8" remote input messages. If a copy of RJE/4UTOB•CKUP is 
available• the RT wilt be Queued for the re•ote satellite system 
~ser and th~ fol\ owing 1essage sent the the use~•s RSC. 

•1PB SCHEOUL£0 BV LOC~L OPER4TOR" 

£1a•pte: 

RT CUSERA> PACK/<USERA)/1645 COPIES 2 SINGLE 
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RY HOST SVSTE~ INPUT MESSAGE <READY LINE> 

-----------------------------------------
format: RY <RSN> 

The command causes the RJE system to ready the RSN specified in 
the state•ent. The com•and negates the action of the SY Nessage. 

Example: 

RY 1 
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SE HOST SYSlEM INPUT MESS,GE <SET LUC•L LOG ON OPTION> 

-------------------------------------------~----------

format: SE 

The SE input message will cause a 1essage to be displayed at the 
host system console whenever a new user logs on or off the 
syst e•. 

"#USERCOOE w<usercode>w LOGGED ON Al RSN "<RSN>"• 
SESSION "<session>" 

"#USERCOOE •<usercode>" LOGGED OFF 4T RSN w<RSN>"• 
SESSION "<session>" 

"#USERCOOE •<usercode>", RSN "<RSN>"• SESSION "<session>"' 
LOGGED. OFF JOBS ~CTIVE" 

This option: is·either set or reset when SE is entered• depending 
on the current setting of the option within RJ~/CONTROLLER. This 
option aay be set permanently by modifyi~~ SW1 to a non-zero 
value or by setting "'5Wl=1" either at execution time or whenever 
RJE/CONTROLLEA is executed. The SE coe~and 1ay stilt be used as 
usua t. 

Example: 

SE 
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SS HOST SYSTE~ INPUT MESSAGE <SEND SPO MESSAGE> 
------------~-----------~---~-~·----~-~~·---~--

Format l> SS <text> 

2> <<usercode>> SS <text> 

3) <RSN> SS <text> 

The SS input message is used to route messages from the host 
syste• console to the remote RSC. Forsat l will route the text 
of the aessage to all use~s which are currently logged on. 
format 2 will route the message to atl users currently logqed on 
under the specified usercode. The third f~rsat will only route 
the 1essage to the user at the specified RSN. 

Example: 

<USER4> SS HELLO FROM SPO 
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ST HOSJ SYSTEM INPUT MESS4GE <STOP RUNNING> 

-------------------------------------------
format: ST 

The ST host system input message will bring the entire RJE system 
to an i••ediate halt. Alt ~rograms running at the ti•e will halt 
and all output will be lost. ~ 

The ST 1essage must be entered twice. The syste1 res~onds to the 
first entry with this message: 

The actual ST begins only after the second consec~tive ST is 
entered. 

Exa•ple: 

ST 
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SV HOST SYSTE~ INPUT HESS4GE <SAVE RSN) 

---------------------------------------
for•at: SV <RSN> 

The SV •essage allows the host system operator to save the RSN 
specified• <i.e •• to log off the current user>. The co••and is 
vati~ only if the RSN is active. Att jots wilt co1plete and all 
output will be saved. This message has the saae effect as a 
•eYE" entered fro• the user's RSC. 

Example: 

sv 1 
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WH HOST SYSTE~ INPUT MESSAG£ <W~ERE ARE USERS> 

----------------------------------------------
Format l> WH 

2> WH <RSN> 

With this •essage- the host syste• operator can obtain a list of 
every re•ote satellite system in the network by usercode and 
remote station number <RSN). If the first format is used• the 
following message is displayed for every user currently logged 
on. 

·•usERCOOE "<(usercodeJ>• 4T RSN <RSN>" 

When the second format is used•· the above wessage is displayed 
only for the active user currently togged on at that RSN. If no 
users ~re f~und• RJE/CONTROLLER displays the following: 

•tNO USERS LOGGED ON" 

Example: 

WH 
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WM HOST SYSTE~ INPUT MESSAGE <DISPLAY CURRENT RJE/CO~TROLLER> 

----------~----~---------~------~-~-----~-~-------~----~-----

The WH wessage allows the host syste1 o~erator to reQuest the 
compjle date and time of RJE/CONTROLLER. The response is shown 
below: 

"RJE/CONTROLLER CO~PILEO -ON <date> Al <ti•e>w 

Example: 
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The fotlowjng two ~essages say be entered to RJE/4UTCBACKUP. If 
an invalid •essage is received by RJE/AUTOBACKUP• the 'esponse is 
as shown below: 

•tINV KEYIN" 

f or m at : ST 4 TU S 

This aessages atlows the host system operator to reQuest the 
current status of RJE/4UTOB•CKUP. It will respond with the 
following: 

"#USERCODE = <usercode>" 
"IRSN = <RSN>" 
"ILSN = <LSN>" 
"ISESSION = <session>" 
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l~e purpose of this message is to hatt RJEl-UTOBAC~UP. It must 
be entered tw1ce to achieve this. The first entry causes this 
response from RJE/~UTOB~CKUP. 

"IPLE-SE RE-ENTER "STOP" MESSAGE" 

Following the re-entry of the STOP Message, RJEl•UTOB•CKUP will 
terminate. 
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In addition to the standard dataco•• control interface, systems 
in an RJE environment need to communicate certain information via 
syste1 eessages to insure orderly operation. Systew control 
•essages are sent only ·to the first of the four stations declared 
for every remote user. The station address equals "00" · <See 
Network Controtter documentation below>• These •essa9es are sent 
without operator intervention by the systems themselves. They 
are not obvious to the operator <i.e.~ they do not appear as a 
SPO message ·at the host syste• or the re•ote satellite system>. 

RJE system control messages are two character decimal codes, 
sometimes followed by additio~al data. 

CODE DEFINITION 

----------
01 logged on 

02dddd Buffer size 

EXPL~N~TION 

Sent by the host syste1 operator to 
the remote ~ser to infor• him that his 
terminal has been logged on and that 
the host systew will now accept user 
messages and input data. 

Sent fro• either system• reQuesting a 
change in the length of messages being 
asse1bted for transmissiofl. •dddd" is 
a vari.bl& length field (3 characters 
minimum> containing the requested 
message length in decimal notation. 

03 Logged off Sent fro• the host system to the re
note terminal to indicate that the 
terminal is no tonger log9ed on. Oper
ator messages and input data wilt no 
tonger be acce~ted. 

04dddd Suffer size reply Sent fro• either system as a reply to 
Buffer size request <OZ> aessage. 
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OS 0 0 

" . 
l 2 

06 0 0 
A A 
1 2 

07 0 D 
A A 
1 2 

OB 0 0 

4 -1 2 

Device not ready 
Suspend 

Device not ready 
Abort 

Device Ready 

Out-put cot1plete 

Station - id 

Sent from either system instructing 
the other to suspend trans•itting 
•essages for OAl and OA2. Indicates a 
tenporary condition at a device~ such 
as a line printer cut of paper. 

Sent frow eithef system informing the 
other that an uncorrectable condition 
exists preventing the processing of 
additional trans1issions for OAl~ DA2. 

Sent frow either system: 1. ~fter a 
device not rea~y <05 or 06> system 
message to indicate that the condition 
has been corrected and the device is 
again reaay to receive data. 2. When
ever a for•erly unavailable device 
becomes ready to 'eceive data. 
3. Immediately after a logged on <Ol> 
system message to indicate each device 
that is ready and available to receive 
data. 

Sent from the host system infor•ing 
the remote ter•inal that all current 
output from the job to the device is 
co•plete. 4 response by the remote 
terminal to the host system is not 
re Quired. 

Sent fro• the re•ote ter1inal to the 
host syste~ prior to being logged on 
to provide the host with a positive 
weans of identification independent of 
any security function. 
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The following chart of syste1s messages depicts the reQuire•ents 
for iNpleMentation of these message for both the host syste• the 
the remote satellite system. 

HOST SYS'fEM TERHIN-L SYSTEM 
MESS•GE 

...... ._ ______ _ __________ .. ____ 

CODE RECV SEND RECV SEND ---.----
01 NOT REQUIRED M4NO~TORY H~NO 4 TORY NOT REQUikEO 
02 MAt.OATORY MANDATORY MANDATORY OPTION~l 

03 NOT RE QUI RE b H4ND4.TORY •UNO.\ TORY NOT REQUIREU 
04 HANOATORY MA NOA TOR\' f'ANO-lORY MANDATORY 

0 S-f) 7 H~NO*\TORY OPTION-l H4N04TORY OPTION.\l 
08 OPTION4L M.\N04TORY MANO A TORY OPT! ONAL 
09 OPTION4l NOT REQUIRED NOT REQUIRED OPTION~L 
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The RJE Controller· is a general purpose Bl800/Bl700 program which 
handles the interface between the 81800/81700 remote user and the 
81800/81700 ~CP. The RJE Controller runs.with a general though 
properly configured Network .controlle~. Each tine •ay have only 
one re•ote satellite system <since Burroughs RJE is a 
point·to-point discipline). Each remote satellite is represented 
as four stations in the NOL station section. The four stations 
correspond to the SPO• reader/punch• printer and a ~ta~ion for 
control messages. for further infor•ation on NOL generation 
refer to the section on "GENERATING THE NETWORK CONT~OLLER". 

The network controller notifies the RJE Controller whenever a new 
user enters the system <this is done whenever a new user has 
established a n~w connection by the exchange of an ENQ-ACK 
sequence on the line> or whenever a current user re-establishes 
his connection with the host. The RJE/CONTROllER will send 
•essages for the particular re•ote satellite syste1 identifying 
the host system and requesting the user to enter his usercode and 
password. <See section titted "LOG ON AND LOG Off MESSAGES">• 

LOG ON is not mandatory. If an ••LO• is sent fro• the remote SPO 
following the LOG ON request then the user will be connectea 
without requiring a usercode or password. An "*LO• requires that 
a valid usercode be supplied with every program executed fro• the 
re•ote satellite system. The for•at of the userccide control caro 
placed at the start of each deck or execute SPO message is •USER 
XXX/ZZZ" or "US XXX/VYY". Regardless of the wethod of logging. 
after a use~ if togged -0n, a ses$ion nu1ter is assigned to the 
user and a 11essage w1th this session nu1Pber is sent to its RSC. 
This session number identifies the user and all jobs sent to the 
host and backup files created by the user while loqqed on. 
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If a user wishe~ to supply a remote site ID. tc the host• it must 
be s~nt either just prior to or just after being logged on at the 
host systeM. <See *IO REHOTE INPUT MESSAGE>. It wilt be 
discarded if sent at any other ti•e• Until a a user has 
successfully logged on. any card inp~t frcm the remote reader 
will be discarded. Also• if a reeote ~ser ~ere to re-establish 
his connection with the host. he will• in effect• log himself 
off• arid must re-LOG ON. If the safte ~sercode and password are 
supplied as before• the sa~e session number will be assigned. 

Once logged o"' a user may enter or run a job at any time <unless 
the host has sent a message to the re•ote satellite system 
d i s a bl i n g or s u s p e .n d i n g it s c a rd re a de r >. At t i n c o 11 i n g de c k s 
must start with control cards and the input stream will be 
flushed until a control card is found. -ll the control cards for 
a job witl be stripped off the incowing streaw to be passed to 
the MCf via a zip co•~unicate. The co1municate will be done 
iaaediately after atl the control cards fer the joc have been 
received. The RJE/CONTROLLER places usercode~ session numter• 
and queue infor•ation in the zip communicate. The HCP will 
respond through a special Queue and supply job numbers a~d 
usercodes of all jobs scheduled by the cor.municate. The name of 
the input card file is also returned by the MCP. 

A renote card deck can have only a 10 character file na•e· Names 
of the form 4/8 ·are not allowed. The RJE/CONTROLLER will change 
the na•es of incoming card tiles to a standard for•at which will 
identify the disk file as a remote card deck. The standard deck 
naae format will use the user sup~lied fite na•e as the fite-ID 
and use a standard name for Multi-File-IO in which the job number 
of the particular job has been embedded. When an "?ENO" control 
card or a control card starting anothef' 'job is scanned• 
RJE/CONTROLLER will close and lock ·the data fite or files entered 
for that job and. dispatch the job by zipping a special cou1and to 
the MCP which will force the job out of the waiting schedule and 
a~t~ch the session nu•ber of ·the user which created the job to 
it. Thus~ the job witt be processed only after att the data 
decks for the job have been spooled to disk. With this final 
co•municate~ the Bl800/B1700 MCP is then in control af the job. 
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It is possible to enter jobs under a usercode ~hich is different 
from the one under which the remote operator logged-on. The 
control card •?USER " or "?US " followed by one•s usercode and 
password (i.e.~ "?USER 4BC/XYZ"> as the first card in the deck 
will override the remote site's usercode for that one program 
only. The usercode and password entered this way will be 
verified and must therefore be valid or the job stream will be 
discarded and an error message sent to the re1ote site. 

A ?E~O or a ?DATA control card •ust be included in a string of 
control cards before the cards are zipped to the HCP by RJE/ 
CONTROLLER. If a job is to be executed fros a reaote card reader 
which does not have any remote card decks (and therefore no ?O~T4 
control cards> associated with it., then a ?ENO control card is 
necessary for that job to be zipped when the string is received. 

A reeote card deck entered by the reaote which is n~t associated 
with a job <control cards for the job having been entered 
i••ediately prior to the. ?DU• control card for the dect> will be 
spooled as a disk file at the host system. 

A u~ercode control card immediately preceding the ?OAT• control 
card wilt cause the disk file to be naaed under the usercode 
supplied by the US control card. 

Multipte data decks are also possible. If instead of 
encoutitering a ?ENO control card another ?041• control card is 
s&en. the next deck will also . be spooled to dis~ and named 
according to the same usercode as the previous deck. 

<NOTE: Multiple data decks are really to en~ble a user to spool 
a number of decks to the host syst e1 urider a usercode di ff er en t 
from that used by the remote operator to log on• although it is 
permissible tc do so with the default userccde). 

RJE/CONTROLLER will be notified via a special ~essage from the 
HCP when a remote pTogram entered through RJE/CONTROLLER has 
either gone to 80J• gone to EOJ• or close~ an output backup file• 
Upon 80J of a remote job• RJE~CONTROLLER will upgrade the entr) 
for that job in ifs active job file to show it as executing. 
Upon E OJ• in addition to cb an gin g the entry tor that j o c in its 
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active job file to indicate that its out~ut is wajting to be 
transeitted to the remote site• the controller will also send a 
zip to the MCP to remove alt remote card decks which may have 
been entered for that job. 

When notification of a backup file is received by RJE/CONTROLLER, 
an entry for that file is made in its outpu~·file. After a 
program goes to EOJ• all backup files created by the program are 
Queued for output if the autoprint option has been set. It 
required, a copy of a program named RJE/AUTOBACKUP is executed. 
RJE/-UTOB•CKUP will then transmit the file to the remote 
satellite sv~te• and notify RJE/CONTROLLER when it is done. 

The remote user will be able to control his jobs just as if he 
were at the 81800/01700 SPO. All relevant 1essages concerning 
his jobs which would normally appear on the Bl800/B1700 console 
will also appear on his remote ·console and likewise any messages 
sent f~om his remote SPO concerning hi5 jobs ~ill be passed to 
the HCP. 4ll com•unication between RJE/CONTROLLER and the ~CP in 
'egards to 1essages to and fro1 a re1ote console will have 
session number and usercode included so that the MCP will kno~ 
the originator of the •essages and RJE/CONTROLLER will know the 
final destination of the messages. 

If a user has the autoprint.and autopunch options set for his 
remote site <the default value for these cpticns will be true ana 
false• respectively>• all print and punch output from any job 
will be automatically sent to the re•ote terminal in the order in 
which the backup f ites were opened. A user •ay have any number 
of jobs running at a given ti Me• alt of which may be creating any 
number of backup files. In order to •aintain the correct logical 
order of these files- output for a given job created under a 
particular usercode~ session number, and jbb number will not te 
trans•itted to the remote site until that jot has gone to EOJ. 
If the autoprint option is seh atl out.put for a job that has 
gone to EOJ will be trans•itted to the re•ote site in the order 
in which the files were created <lowest backup file number 
fir s t > • On l y w h en al l o u t put for a g i v en j ob h a s be e n 
trans•itted wilt the entry for that job be deleted from the 
active job file. If the autoprint option is not set• that job 
Mtll remain in rJE/CONTROLLER•s active jot file until the u1er 
lQgs off. At this ti•e• the host systea will delete all entries 
for the job. 
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When a user logs on• all backup fites >Which were created under a 
previous session nuNber will not be automaticalt~ sent to the 
re•ote user. but must be explicitly requested. In order to 
acco•plish these requests• local co•aands have been implemented 
in RJE/CONT~OLLER to enable u•ers to detersine the name5 of 
backup files• and to have them transmitted in any seq~ence. It 
is possible to request files by session nur.ber. job number, 
userccde• or backup file nu1ter. 

If a backup file is created under a certain usercode• then that 
user 1ay log on f~om any re•ote satellite syste• and claim all 
the output created under that usercode. ~ number of jobs may be 
entered fro• one site under different usercodes. The operator at 
the remote satellite syste~ May reQuest all the backup files 
created by these program to be transmitted to the re•ote 
satellite systeM• as long as the usercode• password and remote 
satellite system IO of. the operator natch those under which the 
syste• was logged on. 

In order to obtain a more efficient utili2ation of a remote 
terminal and its datacomm line• the auto1atic callback feature 
has been implemented for VII.a. - remote ~ser logs cff with the 
callback option set before his job<s> have been completed. The 
re•ote ter•inal· is then Made available for other users. Upon 
completion of the original user•s jobs• RJE/CONTROLLER will find 
an available dialout line and automatically ~e-establish 
connection with hi• at the phone nu1ber ~reviously supplied. His 
output will then be sent to hi• auto•atically without any 
operator intervention. 

Job su••ary files have been implemented. for any re•ote program• 
a job summary file is a print file of all SPO messages ano 
control cards sent and received by RJE/CONTROLLER for that jot. 
Until that job goes to EOJ• all these wessages are stored in 
~JE/CONTROLLER•s job summary file as a list <the initial entry is 
pointed to by the entry for that job in RJE/CONTROLLER•s active 
job file>. Upon EOJ of the job• if the autoprint option is set• 
this print file wilt be transmitted as the first file for that 
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job. If the autoprint option is not set• then upon EOJ• the 
cont r o l le r w i t l du 11 p aft th e job s u • aa r y i n f o 't' • at i on f or th at j ob 
to a unique disk f1te and an entry for that file will be made in 
RJE/CONTROLLER•s output-file. This disk file will then te 
treated as any other backup f He and may be" accessed by any 
RJE/CONTROLLER command which woul~ nor•ally access backup files 
listed in RJE/CONTROLLER•s output•fite. 

The initial release of RJE/CONTROLLER fully supports the 
Burroughs RJE4 RJE system. This includes all nine local system 
control aessages <station add~ess •oow, wessage types "Cl" 
through. "{).9•, which give the user the ability to control 
peripherals and change transmission buffer size>. See Burroughs 
RJEA specifications for a detailed explanation. The 
RJ£/CONTROLLER supports card and SPO input only and only SPO
p~inter and punch output. 
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Whenever RJE/CONTROLLER receives notification of the creation of 
a backup file for a remote user• an entry describing the file is 
•ade into this file. When a backup file has been transmitted to 
the ~emote site, the entry for this fite wilt be deleted from the 
OUTPUT-FILEA Through this file• the re•ote U5er may claim output 
when the files were not jnitiatty sent to the remote site tut 
retained at the host system. Each entry in the OUTPUT-FILE file 
will have five fields. 

BACKUP FILE NUMBER 
JOB NUMBER WHICH CRE~TEO THE FILE 
SESSION NUMBER UNDER WHICH THE FILE w~s CR£4TEO 
USERCOOE WHICH CREATED THE .FILE 
USEACODE• P4SSWORD• ~NO SITE 10 ~T INITI•l LOG ON 

When a user logs back on the host syste1• he say reQuest his 
backup files under any of the above e~tries. In this way• a user 
may log on from a site and enter a job or jobs and then he or 
another user with the same u~ercode may log on from a different 
site at a tater time and clai1 all output created under that 
usercode. Output Nay be ctaimed by job nu•ber or session number 
as long as usercodes match. · for large shop operations• when a 
large number of jobs may be entered at one ti1e under a number of 
different usercodes, output may be clai•ed via the last field in 
this file. If one•s usercode• password• and site ID •atch those 
in the last field. then he may clai1 all output for that site 
regardless of which usercode created the file. 
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~ll jobs initiated by RJE/CONTROLLER are stored in this file 
under job number• userc~de• and session number. This aids the 
controller in message routing and in allowing the remote user to 
control jobs ~unning under his usercode when he logs back on the 
host system with jobs stilt running under his usercode. 

One output file for each of sixteen users is w.aintained. By 
manipulation of these files• alt inc~ming card files from the 
remote sites are formed into logically ~eparate data files on the 
host system. 

Only one reeote file is declared in RJE/CONlROLLER for 
communication with the network cont~otler. One queue exists for 
each station in the network controller. Each line <and therefore 
each user> will have four stations. These Que~es will be for 
co•munication between the network cc~t,olleT and RJE/CONTROLLER. 

One queue is specified for the rece~tion of SPO messages from the 
HCP destined for the remote user. The session nu•ber specified 
in the •essage from the MCP will indicate the final destination 
of the message. 

A q~eue is use1 for communication of the results of zips done b~ 
RJE/CONTROLLER. The name of the queue will be passed in the zip 
and the HCP will place the results of th~ co•municate in this 
queue i•mediately after the com•unjcate. 
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The controller forms a job su~mary file of all SPO 1essages and 
control cards sent and received for any re•cte ~rograr.. Until a 
job has gone to EOJr all messages for that job• and all other 
remote jobs• which are to be printed in their job summary file 
will be stored in this disk file as lists. The start of a li5t 
for a particular job is sto,red in the entry for that job in 
RJE/CONTROLLER•s active job tile. 

The status of each user is 1aintained in this table. It will 
include in addition to the usercode• password• and site ID• the 
status of the pertphe~als at the re•ote siter the cur,ent 
settings of the options under which the user is running and the 
current state of his session within the host system. 
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-ll users are identified in the HCP by their usercode and session 
number. Since the network controller js governed by LSN~ the LSN 
table in maintained so that messages ~ay be routed properly. 

The status of each of the RJE/~UTOB~CKUP prograws which may ~e 
running at one time is maintained in this table. Status includes 
which user the program is currently servicing. the file it is 
s~nding~ and the remote file nu1be' ~f the re~ote file of the 
RJE/AUTOBACKUP program. 
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done 
over 

by 
the 

RJE/4UTOB~CKUP. 

executions ana 

As the need artses• RJE/CONTRULLER zip executes a copy of 
RJE/-UTOB~C~UP. RJE/~UTOBACKUP opens a reftote file belonging to 
the controlle~. The open will be ~assed tc the coTitrolle~ for 
approval. The resident code option for the file should be set to 
disk. lo determine the naee and destin,ation of the next bactup 
fileP RJE/AUTOBACKUP will issue a read of its reaote fi(e. 
RJ£/CONTROLLER has three options available at this tice. 

t. Let the ~rogra• wait <rotted out to disk> b~ taking no 
action. This saves 60J time when output beco•es ready to 
send. 

2. Send this copy of RJE/~UTOB,CKUP to EOJ. 

3. Tetl it what file and where to send it. 

These options are also available to the host operator through 
communicatjon with RJE/CONTROLLER. 

The abilit.Y to spawn anc control jobs is essential for 
iaple•enting host RJE. RJE/CONTROLLER receives jobs submitteo 
from re•ote terminals. It then executes and controls these 
programs. The HCP extensions required to do this function are 
described in this section. 
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Job spawning can be generally defined as the ability to 
program•aticatly execute jobs and maintain an adequate level of 
control over these jobs during their execution. The ability to 
execute jobs has been present for some ti•e in the HCP via the 
•ZIP" command; however• the ability to control a job which had 
been "ZIP" executed has not e~isted until now. The mechanism 
developed to spawn and control jobs in the MCP can be broken down 
into several distinct areas. 

1. Extensions to the "ZIP" function to ~ropogate control 
information when a "spawned" job spawns another job. 

z. New control card commands to associate the necessary control 
information with "spawned" jobs. 

3. Specific changes in the general HCP functioning to recognize 
and apply the control information to such areas as job 
scheduling, message routing- file naring• etc. 

The mechanis• has been designed to give·the user so1e flexibilit~ 
in setecting the level of control he mar desire over a "spawned" 
job.. The user may select a mode of -Operation where he is only 
infor•ed of the birth, death• and status changes of a "spawned" 
job~ or he may s~tect a ·mode ~here the controlling job 
essentially becomes the "spawned" job•s SPO and receives all 
communication normally associated with the locat SPO. 
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Synta~: ~UEUE <namel> C/ <name2>1 

Oescr i pt ion: 

The QUEUE coMmand allows the user to designate a previously 
~pened Queue file as a control Queue •. The cortrol QLeue provides 
a mechanis• whereby the HCP can com•unicate to a controlling job 
on behalf of a spawned job• or in respo~se to other control card 
commands which the controlling job ~ay . wish to receive. for 
example. the control string •Qu X/Y EX OHP4Ll" will cause the HCP 
to inse~t into Queue X/Y the following 1essa9es: 

a. ~ special schedule record 111essage. 

b. A special BOJ message. 

c. Any status change •essages throughout the job• s life. 

d. And,, eventually• a special EOJ message. 

·The foraat of these messages is explained in a later section. 
The QU co•mand may ~lso be used to obtain MCP responses to normal 
SPO input messages. for e•ampte~ the string "QU X/Y ~Y" would 
cause the standard outptit from the WY co1mand to a~pear in Queue 
X /Y. 

Jhe underscore 
char a c t er s are 
syntax>. 

under QU i•plies that only the first two 
necessary <e.q.. QU and QUEUE are both valid 
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Syntax: LS 

Description: 

The LS command causes a boolean to be set and carried with a 
control string and eventually a job~ The function of the LS 
boolean is to cause alt control messages Cboth input and output> 
to be inserted in the control o~eue <note: a QU command is 
required in the control string prior to th~ LS co~mand>· In 
addition• the LS bootean bas the effect of bvpassing the local 
SPO except for error messages which require operator 
intervention• or if the RMSG option in the HCP is set. for 
exa•ple• the cont~ol string •QU X/Y LS E~ OMPALL" would cause the 
follo~ing messages to be inserted i~to the co~trol a~eue X/Y: 

a. The special schedule record message. 

b. A sessage containing the actual control string. 

c. The special BOJ message. 

d. The actual SPO BOJ message. 

e. The normal OMP~ll display to the SPO. 

f. The 4CCEPT message fro• OMP,LL. 

9• Any input to DMPALL~ and subseQuert ACCEPTs fros OHPALL. 

h. •ny status change message throughout the job's life. 

j. The special EOJ message. 

j • The actual SPO EOJ •essage. 

NOTE: A job which has been spawned and has its l~ boolean set 
way not spawn a job ~ith the LS co1mand. 
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The ZQ command is similar to the QUEUE command Mith the exception 
that the queue specified is used exclusively for schedule 
messages and data card ~essages. Where the control queue may 
contain many messages concerning jobs• MCP responses to SPG 
commands• etc.. the zip queue witt only contain schedule records 
of jobs zip executed by the controllin9 program• and the data 
card label message if a 04T~ control card was encountered in the 
zip string. 

This effectively allows the controlli.ng program to be i•~ediately 
aware of the fact that a job has bee~ scheduled without.having to 
scan through the general control Queue for pertinent messages. 
In general. the control Queue is designed for general 
communication• white the zi~ queue is specifically to be used for 
job spawning control. 
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The USER command provides a way of invoking the file security 
•echanis~ and the associated naring convention. The USER comMand 
causes the MCP to verify the usercode• and/or password• against 
the system user code/password f.ite. The usercode is carried with 
the control string and is used to obtain the inf-0rmation to apply 
the RJE na•ing convention to. any subsequent f ite na•e reference. 
For exa1ple- the string ftus Al PO =/=" wcutd generate a na~e in 
the PO of "<P4CK-I0>/(4L>I="- where the pack-id and the usercode 
•(4L>" were obtained from the syste• usercode file. In addition, 
the usercode index is stored in the Run Structure Nucleus of jobs 
zip executed. with a USER command and is used to apply the RJE 
naming conventi~n to any files the job may open durj~g execution. 
A detailed description of file securitv is provided in a later 
section. 

The underscore under US implies that the ffrst two characters arE 
necessary and the rest are optional <e.g., US and USER are both 
valid). 
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This is mainly an RJE control card. It would not te invoked in 
the course of simple job spawnjng. The s~ssion nu1ber generated 
by an SZ co~mand is carriec with a "zipped" control string and 
applied to a job or mix of jobs dep~rding on ~hat othe' commands 
are in the control string. The p~imary function of the session 
number is t-0 associate independent jobs into logically related 
groups. for example~ HOST HJE assigns a session number to a 
physical site at log-on time and alt jobs subsitted from that 
site will contain identical session numbers. thus retating them 

{ 

to the originating remote site. In general~ session nu•bers are 
routing control numbers tbat the spawning job can assign to 
e•ecutes or other zip strings, and the returned messages in the 
spawning Queue will have the same session numbers. 
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The RR comaand assigns a RESTHICTIONS vatue tc a job. The value 
•ay be o, 1, z, or 3; the default value is o. The restrictions 
concern whether a job will be allowed to access printer and cards 
directly and whether a usercode is required with certain control 
input co 111 m ands. 

Jobs and zips with an RR value of 0 can access ~rinters directly• 
cati access card devices directly, and de not reQuire usercodes 
<unless they reference jobs that were sta~ted with a usercode- in 
which case the sa•e usercode/passwora is reauired>. 

Jobs and zips with an RR value of 1 cannot access printers 
directly• ca~ access card devi·ces directly• and do reQuire 
usercodes on some commands. <See the section on "SYSTE~ INPUT 
HESS•GES" to ·determine exactly which co1mands reauire 
userccdes/passwords.> 

Jobs and zips with an RR value of 2 cannot access printers 
directly, can access card devices directly, and do not require 
usercodes Cunless they reference jobs that ~ere started with a 
usercode>. 

Jobs and zips with an RR value of 3 cannot access printers 
directly, ·cannot access card devices directly• and do require 
1.1 s er c O·d e s on a subs e t o f s y s t em i n p u t c o m m a n d s C s e e t he " SY S TE f'4 

INPUT HESS4G£S• section>. 
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Messages received in a control queue ha~e a standardized so· 
character header as follows: 

l. ~essage type of 2 characters. 

Type = 0 1 - RJE data card ·1 ab el message 
Type = 02 - RJE special schedule mes.sage 
Type = 03 - fUE SPO input 11essage 
Type = 04 - RJE spo· output message 
Type = 05 - RJE special BOJ message 
Type = \) 6 - RJE special EOJ message 
Type = 07 - RJE backup ready message 
Type = 08 - RJE zip message fro111 p·r ogr am 
T 'tPE = 09 - RJ£ status c han9e 1es·sage 

q \ 

Job numb er of 5 characters. Wt\~ • 
Usercode of lG characters. 

4. Session number of 5 characters. 

s. Time stamp of 6 characters. 

6. 4ctuat size of following teKtual message characters.· 

1. 

I a. 

9. 

Usercode index of four characters. 

BN- noCe address of five characters <"OOCO~<floc~lj 

Reserved space for use of ..,,,..characters. ~ l!J 

The textual portion of the messages varies according to the tyoe 
of •essage. In general• the kind of text that can be expected 
for the individual •essages is as follows: 
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Type Cl 

Type 02 

Type 03 

Type 04 

The first 10 characters contain the actual label 
detected by the MCP on a 04T- card Ce.g., ncAROS 8 l. 
Note: This message only appears in the wzip"Queue. 

Th~ first 10 characters witl contain the user's 
pack-id• if the next character = "1"• then an rw 
command is needed• and the next five characters contain 
the summary backup number. CSee note below.> The 
additional information beyond the header is: 

user's pack-id 
FW needed <="1"> 
Su 111 m a r >' b a c k u p n u ab er 
SNA hostname where message 

originated 
Non-native ftag <~"1">: 

cooperating HNA host is 
not a 81000 system 

CHARACTEH (h.il 
CHARACTER < 1> ? 
CH .\ R AC TE R < 5 > ON&.. '4 • 
CHARACTE~ C17> 

Standard SPO input text (e.g •• "l4X··----">• 

Standard output text which would nor~all~ appear on the 
SPO. 

\Type 05 <None.> 

Type O& 

' Type 0 7 

• 

lype 0 8 

First Z characters indicate the ter11inatiori type• and 
the next' 4 characters contain the compiler ef"ror count~ 
if any. Termination type value indicate the following: 

0 = nor nia l EOJ 
1 = OS or OP 
2 ::: Error condi't ior in progra11 <syntax err o r_..i• 

or C.\NCELL£D> \ 

3 ·- Aborted 
4 = RS-ed 
5 = Death in family 

The character ind i cat es 
was create <"•• = print' 
characters e the backu 
file. The 
example• the s 
which has an 
pack-id>/ <use 
left justif" B 

type of tactup file 
punch>. The next five 

used in naminq ~ 
aracters are the pack-id. for 

#3" indicates a print backup f ite 
al RJE backup file naae of "<user 

~de>/ The backup number is stored 
in the ~ e character field. 

If a job which has Mith the LS option 

7 
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Type 0 9 

set does a ZIP, this message and the text portion of 
the ZIP are placed in the queue. 

If a job's status changes so that the job needs 
operator intervention to continue running• or if a job 
i5 resumed following such a condition• an encoded 
status change message is written. to the job spawning 
Queue. Its format beyond the header is: 

encoded status ~ 
text. which may--s-e-

file na•es• the 05 
message~ or null• 
depending on the status 

CHARACTER < .S> 
CH-R4CitA t36e> 

The reported status values~ their meanings, and the additional 
text that is reported with them are as follo~s· where "fn" in the 
"text" column means "40-character jnterrtal and external file 
names"• "dbn" means database na1e~ "tnm" means "translate 
file-id"• and "pn" means "program name.ft 

Value Meaning Text ._ ____ 
----------

() execut in~ <"resum·ed•> 
t no n i e f fl 

2 no user disk f n 
3 dupl i.cat e file on disk f 11 

4 duplicate input files f n 
5 possible duplicate f f1 

11ultipack f He 
6 waiting for hardware f n 
7 program stopped 

11 waiting iceyboard in~ut 
13 waiUng operator action 
15 w a i. ting OS or OP OS 111essaqe 
16 no multi pack f He pack f n 
17 no file on disk f n 
18 waiting for locked fit e fr 
35 no net work controller f 11 

36 no output pack f 11 

37 missing sort intrinsic J: r. 
38 no sort input·file f n 
41 waiting recovery dbn 
46 waiting forms on printer f n 
47 no tf'anslate f He f n + tnm 
49 no d llS file f" 
50 no dms dictionary dbn 
51 waiting dms reorganization .dbn 
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Note: 

52 
53 
60 
61 

waiting inactive data base 
security error 
missing called program 
BN- not present 

Jobs reQuiring card files are put into the waiting 
schedute. This prevents the BOJ fro• occurring before 
the card file is actually present. It then becoNes 
~JE/CONTROLLER•s respcnsibility to •ove this job from the 
waiting schedule to the active schedule when the remote 
card file is present. This is done ~ith the FW <FORCE 
WAITING> command. 

Five new fields have been added to the Run Structure Nucleus 
which contain the necessary. information for job spawnirg control. 
The fields are the following: 

l. RS.USERCOOE <10 bits> Contains the index into the syst~rn 
usercode fite obtained f~o" the US com~arid. 

2. RS.SESSIO~·Cl6 bits> Contains the binary representation of 
the session number from the SZ command. 

3. RS.LOG.SPO Cl bit> eoolean set as a result of the LS 
co••and. 

4. RS.P~RENT.QUEUE <24 bits> Contains the actual address of the 
control queue of the parent job which was obtained through 
the QU command. 

5. RS.PARE~T.JOB.NR (24 bits> Contains the jot number of the 
parent program. 

The B1800/e1700 system provides a mecha~isw for i~entifyinq 
syste• users• limiting system access to valid users~ and 
restricting disk-file operations by securing disk files against 
operations by users other than the OMners of the files. 
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Each individual user of the system is identified by a unique 
usercode• which is normatly assigned by installation management. 
One or Nore passwords may be assoc1ated with each usercode to 
prevent unauthorized use of the usercode. System access control 
is achieved by requiring a user to specify usercode/password 
before any useful p~ocessing is perforfed. Ba5ic file security 
is achieved by associating a given user's tiles with his 
usercode. 8y default, a user is restricted to accessing his own 
files. Mechani s11s are available· for a user to access a 
syste1-9lobal library of files. and files in another user's 
library• subject to constraints placed by the owners of those 
files. 

Installations not desiring to use file security may ignore it and 
then run without any changes to their e~isting systems. 

Usercodes and passwords are identifiers. 4 usercode 1ay be up to 
eight characters ·in lengtta and a password Eay have from l-L , 
characters. f/t/ ~l.Jc. 

lhe usercode is defined by its appearance in a file callea 
CSYSTEHl/USERCOOE, which is maintained ·by installation manaqement 
t c k e e p i n f or 11 at i o n ab o u t s y s t e 11 u s e r s • F a c i t i t i e s t o c r e at e an d 
maintain this file are described in the ~roduct specification on 
the SYSTEM/H4K£USER program. 

Initial access to the system is achieved by entering .a job 
through a card reader Cor operator console> or by entering 
information from a terminal via the Oataco•• syste•· In the 
former case• the access is controlled by the ~cp; in the latter 
case- a Message Control System <MCS> progra• is involved. 

A usercode may be associated with a job b~ including a USER 
·statement preceding the jab stateme~ts. This .iob will have the 
specified usercode. The user statenent has t~e form: 

USER usercodeCFpasswordl 
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The (/password) is omitted if no password is associated with the 
usercode. • USER card ~ntered at a card reader remains in effect 
until the end of the job. 

Individual control progra1s •ay accept or recuire usercode 
specifications. C~NDE requjres all users to log on with a 
usercode. The USER statement is used in RJE jots as it is in MCP 
jobs. In aodition~ RJE has the capability of runring each job 
with a default usercode• i.e •• the one ~ith which the terminal 
was logged on. 

Disk files created by a progra• running with a usercode are 
associated with that usercode. In nor•al situations• the user 
supplies an arbitrary file nawe <consisting of l to lj 
characters>; the directory structure p~eve~ts conf~sion of that 
file with any other user•s file of the sa•e name. •tl the files 
in a given usercode library "belong" to that user. A user ma~ 

not create a new f ite that does not "belong" to him but ~ay, 
however• legitimately require access to general system files and 
those of other users. To facilitate this access• the following 
conventions have been adopted: 

a. •n asterisk of a •ulti-file IO indicates that the file will 
he found a•ong the general system files. For example: 

FILE F <N4ME="•SYSTEH•/"C~ROLINE")J 2 SOL file 
% declaration 

Th~ actual name of the fite in the MCP~s file directory will 
be SYSTEM/C,RDLINE. 

b. Parentheses around the multi-file ID of a file na•e indicate 
that the identifier is a usercode and that the fjle• the 
title of which consists of the FILE.IO wilt be found among 
the tiles bel-0nging to that user. 

FILE f<HAME = "(HISUSER>"l"HISOATA">; % SOL syntax 

The actuat name of the· file in the MCP's file directory will 
be <HISUSER>IHISOATA. 

c. In the nor~al case. when neither of the above conventions ii 
used• then the sea,ch will begifl with files belongi~g to the 
user. If the file is not found• the search will continue 
among the general system files. 
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~ttempted use of the ••" or C<usercode>) conventions to create a 
new permanent file is a security viclaticn onde' the following 
conditions: 

1. If the program is not running under a u~ercode• 

2. If the· program is running under a non•pr·ivileged usercode 
and its usercode is not the sane as the usercod~ of the file 
b e i n g er e at e d • 

The following examples are 5yntacticalty correct. 

RUN C'RO EX4MPLE: EX <HISUSERJ/HISPROGRAM; 

LABEL EQU4TION EX~MPLE: FILE ZZZ NA~E = •SYSTE~FIL; 

Two fields were added to the disk file header to support file 
security. 

DFH.PROTECTION 

. 0 - FU Bl IC 
1 - PRIVATE 
2 - GU-RD Cnot imptewented> 

OFH.PROTECTION.10 

0 - I N PU T 0 UT P U T 
.1 - INPUT ONL\' 
2 - OUTPUT ONLY 

BIT C2> 

BIT C2> 

One SPO com~and was implemented to change these fields. 

~H <FILE-IDENTIFIER> SEC PU0LIC 
PRIVATE 

SUS INPUT 
OUTPUT 
1.0 
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Two fields were added to the FPB. 
fields in the disk file header. 

These are used to ~et the 

f PB. P~R CTECT I ON 

0 .. CEF4ULT 
1 - PUBLIC 
2 - PRIVATE 

SIT <2> 

3 - GU-HD <not implemented) 

FPS.PROTECTION.IO 

0 - INPUT OUTPUT 
1 - INPUT ONLY 
2 • OUT PUT 0 NL Y 

err c2> 

Two new file attributes can set these FPB fields. 

SEC or DEFAULT 
SECURITYTYPE PUBLIC 

PRI VAT£ 
GU4RO 

SUS or I.O 
SECURITYUSE INP~T 

OUTPUT 

Upon locking a new disk file into the directcry the HCP will set 
OFH.PROTECTION.IO to . f PB.PRilTEClION.IO then look at 
fPB.PROTECTION. If it is ~eio COEF4ULT>~ then DfH.PROTECTION is 
set to PUBLIC if the MULTI.FILE.IO does not contain a USERCOOE. 
~owever• if the MULTI.FILE.IO does. contain a USERCOOE~ 
FPS.PROTECTION wilt be set to the sec~~ity attr1bute of the 
usercode• i.e.. PUBLIC or PRIVATE. If FPB.PROTECTION is not 
e Qua l t o z er o ,, D F H • PR 0 TE C T I 0 N i s s e t t o F P B • P R 0 TE C T I 0 N l e s s o n e • 
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USERCOOE nanjng conventions and FILE SECURITY is enfo~ced at open 
time based upon the followinq decision table. This table does 
not reflect PUBLIC or PRIVILEGED USERCOOES. 

**********"'**** 
* JOB RUNNING * 
* WllH A 1r 

* USERCODE 1r 

***********'**** 
******************"************** ~EW * OLO • 
* MULTI.FILE.IO * P~CK.10 * FILE * FILE * 
***********************************"*******"*** 
frfrfrfr*frfrfrfrfrfrAfrfrfrfrfr**frfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfrfr 

* 
* 
* 

BLANK * 
Ir 

BL.\NK * 

PRESENT 

B * 
G " K * 

*********************************************** 
*******************************************•*•* 
• 
* 
Ir 

USERCOOE 
* 

* 

9L4NK * 

PRESENT • 

D • I * 

F * H It 

*********************************************** 
*********************************************** 

* 
* 
fr 

-STERISK IN 
f IRST 

POSITION 

8l~NK l • 
***************************** 
It PkESE.NT L ilr 

*********************************************** 
**"******************************************** 
* • BL~NK • P • C • 
* fr 

PRESENT ***************************** 
fr PrtES£NT * p * c .. 

*********************************************** 

Table lt.l Decision Table 

Where: 

••••••••••••••• 
* JOB RUNNING * 
• WITHOUT A * 
• U SERCOOE fr 

*************** 
1r NEW * Jlil • 
• f ILE • FILE * 
• **fr .... Ir fr** .. * .... 
fr .. Ir* frlr .. * frilr ***fr* 
• OPEN * c * 
lrlt********'***A-• 
• OPEN fr c ,, 
*************** 
*******"** .. ***• 
fr 0 * L * 
***It •• ** fllr **It** 

" c 
*************** 
"****'"***"***•* 
fr J N fr 

*************** 
* • 

• * * * *. * * **. * * * * 
*******fr*****"* 
• OPEN * c * 
*************** 
1r OPEN * c fr 

*************** 

- • 1. Set P4CK.IO from the USERCODE table using the U5E~COO£ 
under which the program is runni~g. 

2. Set the HULTt.fILE.IO with the USE~COOE unde~ which the 
progra~ is running~ 

3. Allow OPEN to proceed. 
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a. 1. 

2. 

l. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Set the P~CK.IO from the USERCOOE table using the USERCOOE 
under which the program is running. 

Set the MULTI.FILE.ID with the USE'RCODE under llihich the 
prtigram is running. 

Search directory. 
If the file is present allow the OPEN to proceed. 
Clear the P~CK.IO and the MULlI.fILE.IO. 
Proceed in step c. 

c. 1. Search the directory. 

o. 

E. 

F. 

l. If the file is not present t~en hang the p~ogram NO FIL£. 
3. Proceed to step R. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

l. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 

1. 

2. 

If the USERCODE in the ~ULTI.fILE.ID is not the same as 
the USERCOOE under which the program is running~ then the 
job is OS-ed. 

Set the P~CK.10 from the USERCOOE tatle using the USE~COOE 
in the MULTI.FILE.ID. 

Allow the OPEN to proceed. 

Set the P~CK.ID from the USE~COOE file table ~sing the 
USERCOOE in the MULTI.FILE.IO. 

Search th~ directory. 
If the file is present theh proceed to step R. 
Clear the P-CK.10. 
Proceed to step c. 

If the USERCOOE in the MULTI.FILE.ID is not the same as 
the USERCODE under which the progra1 is running, then the 
job is DS-ed. 

-tlow the OPEN to proceed. 

G. t. Set the MULTI.FILE.IO with the USERCOOE under which the 
program is running. 

2. 4llow the OPEN to proceed. 

~. 1. If the USERCODE in the MULTI.FILE.IO is not the same dS 

the USERCOOE under which the program is running• proceed 
to step c. 

2. Search the directory. 
3. If the f~le is not present hang.the program NU FILE. 
4. 4llow the OPEN to proceed. 
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I. l. Set the PACK.IO from the USERCODE table usfng the· USEKCOOE 
in the MULTI.FILE.IO. 

2. Search the directory. 
3. If the file is present proceed to step s. 
4. Clear the P4CK.ID. 
5. Proceed to step H. 

J. l. Remove the asterisk and shift the na•e left cne position. 
2. ~l low the OPEN to proceed. 
3. 't CLOSE time proceed to step T. 

K. l. Set the MULTI.FILE.IO wtth th~ USERCODE under which the 

L. 

H. 

program is running. 
2·. Search the directory. 
3. If the file is present- allow the OPEN to proceed. 
4. Clear the MULfI.fILE.IO. 
5. Proceed to step c. 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1 • 
2. 
3. 

Remove the asterisk and shift the nane left cne position. 
If the resultant name is a USERCOOE• proceed to step F. 
4llow the OPEN to proceed. -t CLOSE time proceed to step u. 

Remove the asterisk and shift the ~ame left one position. 
If the resultant name is a USERCOOE- proceed to step H. 
Proceed to step c. 

N. l. Re•ove the asterisk and. shift the na1e left one position. 
2. Proceed to step C. 

o. 1. Set the P~CK.10 from the USERCOOE table using the USERCOOE 
in the MULTI.FILE.IO. 

2. Proceed to step w. 

P. 1 • ~llow the OPEN to proceed. 
2. At CLOSE time proceed to step u. 

g. 1. Dis pt a y security err er message. 
2. .Hang pro qr am NO FILE. 

R. 1. If the OPEN violates file security• proceed to step Q. 
2. •llow OPEN to proceed. 
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S. l. If the USERCOOE in the MULTI.FILE.IO is the same as the 
USERCOOE under which the p~ogram is running~ then allow 
the OPEN to proceed. 

2. Proceed to step ·R. 

T. t. If the program is atte1ptin9 to lock the file into the 
directory and the MULTI.FILE.IO contains a USERCODE~ 
then proceed to step v. 

2. 'llo~ the CLOSE to proceed. 

U. t. If the· MULTI.FILE.ID does not contain the USERCOOE under 
which this program is running and the program is attempting 
to lock this file into the directcrv• proceed to st~P v. 

2. 4ltow the CLOSE to proceed. 

v. t. Display an error ~essage. 
2 • O i scar d the· fit e. 

W. 1. ~tlow the OPEN to proceed. 
2. ~t CLOSE time proceed to step T. 

~ccess to a given disk file is controlled by two attributes of 
the fite: SECURITYTYPE and SECURITYUSE. 

The SECURITYTYPE attribute specifies who• apart fros the cwner, 
aay access the f ite. The attribute values are •PRIVATE"• 
"PUBLIC" or •GU-RD". "PRIV•TE" means that only the owner ma) 
access the file. "PUBLIC" •eans that anyone who knows the 
usercode and title may access it• using the •cusercode)/title" 
form of file name. "GU-RO" indicates that the fite is "guarded". 
The default value of SECURITVTYPE is PRIVATE for files created by 
proqrams run under a usercode with a PRIY•TE security attribute 
or PUBLIC otherwise. 

Note: The "GU4RO" attribute is not i•ple1ented. 
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the use which may be made of a file is further controlled by the 
SECURITYUSE attribute• which may have the values I~. OUT. and IOP 
indicating respectively that the file way be read c~lY• written 
only• read or written. The default value is IO. 

lf a progra• ru~ning under a usercode attempts to access a file 
in that usercode library• SECURITYTYPE and SECU~ITYUSE are 
ignored. lf a fil.e in some other usercooe librar~ is accessed• 
three cases arise. 

1. If SECURITYTYPE is PRIV•TE. a security violation e,ists. 

2. If SECURITYTYPE 
SECURITY USE. 

is PU:SL IC• usage is determined by 

3. A SECURITY error is caused if some action contrary to th€ 
allowed u~age is atteNpted. 

Execution of a code file by a non·o~ner is permitted for a PUBLIC 
file independent of SECUkITYUSE. If a cdde file is PUBLIC, ~E•O 

ONLY. it cannot be opened by any one exce~t the ~wner. 

The security attributes for a file say be specified by the 
security file attributes or p~o9ramnatically• or by the SPO. 
Only a job/task running under the usercode for the file may alter 
the security attributes. 

A program rtinning under a usercode cannot create and toe~ into 
the file directory a file with a different usercode• nor can it 
create a system file <i.e. a file name which begins with an 
asterisk>· A program may open a new syste• file tor temporary 
usage but it ~ill not be allowed to close that file with lock. 
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A job running with a PkIVILEGEO USERCOOE has a special status. 
If the na•es of the disk files that are opened contain only a 
FILE.ID• the RJE naming conventions will be exercised. However, 
the progra• may also supply the P•CK.10 and MULTI.FILE.ID and 
never violate RJE naming conventions er fite sec~rity. 

If a usercode is given the "PUBLIC" attribute Cc.f. P.s. 2219 
0102• SYSTEMIH~KEUSER) then all'files cTeated Ci.e., tocked into 
the disk directory> will have the default DFH.PROTEClION set to 
PUBLIC. Thus if the OFH.PROTECTIO~ is not explicitly set to 
PRIV~TE Cor GU~RO> full access to this ne~ file is allo~ed to any 
other program- whether running under a usercode or not. 
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RJE/NDLOCH• which is the network controller for RJ[, reQuires the 
user to write ~Dl specifications to generate the specific network 
controller. The following list of guidelines is intended to aid 
the user in generating the correct NOL. Please refer to 
01800/81700 NOL Manual• for extenceo specifications and 
definitions. 

l. Program Name 

The network controller and "Nif• file are here defined as 
RJ£/NDLOCH and HJE/NOLDC~Nlf. It is not necessary for the~ 
to be so named. 

2. Declaration Section 

Th e on l y re Qui red en tr y i s t h e s p e c i f i c· a t ion f .or · the N If 
fite nanse: 

hlf = •RJE•/"NDLDCHNIF~. H4X FILES = 2. ~4X BUFFERS = 2. 
"4X MESS•GES = 20. MAX MESSAGE SIZE = 411. 

3. Request Section 

The required request section is contained in the NOL 
Library. It is named •RJEHOST". 

SllBRARY RJEHOST 

4. Control Section 

The reQuired control section is contained in the ~DL 

Lib~ary. It is named "RJECTL". 

Sll8RARY RJECTL 

s. Terminal section 

Only one terminal entry in the terminal section is required. 
-ny other values May be used for the retaining state~ents 
~ossible within the terminal sectioTI (ftlYPE" and the name 
specified for the terminal>. 

Note: Unless a user written ~CS is supplied~ the "TERMINAL 
DI-GNOSTIC REQUEST" statement cannot be utilized. 
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6. 

Required terminal section.stateme.nts. 

BUFFERSIZE = 82~. 
ADDRESS = 2. 
REQUEST = RJEHOST:AECEIVE• RJE:TA~NSMIT. 
TR•NSHISSION = 1. 

Note: The RJE request section is used both for transmitting 
and receiving. 

Station section 

Four stations are used with RJEHOST for each tine to te 
used' each of which references the one ter~inal section 
defined above. It is recom1ended that the retry li8it te 
set at 25 and that the input and out~ut freQuencies te set 
to identical values. -----. 
The "HYUSE" statements must be set as follows: 

MYUSE=INPUT~OUTPUT. 

The addresses for the f cur stations must have the following 
values: 

•oo tt FOR STATION 1 

'~ "01" FOR STATION 2 I~ 1<.4 ~ "02" FOR ST-TION 3 
"0 3" FOR STATION 4 

• maximum of 64 RJEHOST stations is possible. Each series 
of four statjons must have the addresses specified above in 
the order listed above. RJEHOST stations aay only te 
defined in blocks of four at a time~ as each series of four 
stations defines one remote user on one line. 

The FUEHOST stations in the ·network controller .J.Y.,g be the 
first stations defined. If other stations are tob"e defined 
in the network controller~ it is absol~tel~ necessary that 
they fottow all RJEHOST station defi~iticns. 
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The address of the adapter of the line to be used is 
specified in the line section. This address will vary froM 
system to system. The station stateme~t 1ust ,eference the 
four stations defined above. 

The following is a list of required statements in the line 
section: 

ADDRESS = P:C:1'. <Where p = Port #, 
c = Channel ., . 
- = Adapter u 

STATION = STATION LIST. 
CONTROL = RJECTL. 

A maxi~u• of 16 RJEHOST tines is permitted. 

a. Fite section 

One remote file is reQuirec. It is necessary th~t t~s 
fotlowing file sect·ion be used: 

flLE MCSQUEUE; 
FAMILY= s1,s2.s3,54,ss.s&,s1,se.s9,s10.511,s12, •••••• 
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The following is a sa~ple NOL RJEHOST declaratjon for a 
network controller servicing three re•ote sites. 

'co RJE/NOLOCH NOL 
?O •TA C" R 0 S 
DECL AR.\T ION: 

NIF=•RJE"/"NOLDCHNif". 
M 4X FILES = 2. 
M4X BUFFERS = 2. 
MAX MESSAGES = 20· 
M4X HESS~GE SIZE = 411. 

SLI8Ri\RY RJEHOST 
SLIBRARY RJECTL 
TERM IN4L 81100: 

TYPE=62. % 01700 
AOORESS=2· 
8UFFERSIZE=820. 
TRANSMISSION=l. 
REQUEST=RJE:RECEIVE~ RJE:TRANSHIT. 

ST~TION OEF4ULT OF: 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

TER HI N4L= Bl 70 O. 
RETRY= ZS. 
fREQUENCY=255•255. 
HYUSE=INPUT, OUTPUT. 

PHONE = "<phone.number>" 7 
THIS STATEMENT ·1s NOT USED IN THE CURRENl 
I H PL E HEN T 4 T I 0 N Of C ~ l l B •Ct< • 

STATION 51: 
OEF AULT= Of. 
•DORESS="OO". 

STATION.52: 
DEF AUL l=OF. 
~OD RE SS= "0 l". 

Sf4JION S3: 
OEF AUL T=Df'. 
•DDRESS="02"• 

ST"f ION 54: 
DEF AULT= Of. 
"DORESS=•03". 

STATION 55: 
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DEF •UL T=Of. 
ADORESS="OO". 

ST•TION 56: 
DEF 4UL T=Of. 
ADORESS="Ol ". 

SJ.\TION 57: 
DEF -ULT= Of. 
A 00 RE SS= "0 Z". 

ST•TION 58: 
DEFAULT=DF. 
•DORESS="03". 

STATION 59: 
DEFAULT= Of. 
ADD RE SS= "00 ". 

ST•TION 510: 
OEf "ULT=OF. 
ADDRESS="Ol ". 

ST-TION 511: 
DEF "UL l=OF. 
ADO RE SS= "0 2". 

STATION 512: 

LINE 

LINE 

LINE 

DEF AUL T=Of. 
•ODRESS="03". 

Ll: 
•DDRESS=7:12:0. 
CONTROL=R JECTL. 
STATION=Sl• s2. 
L2: 
AOORESS=1:0:&. 
CONTROL=RJECTL. 
SJ~TION=SS• So• 
L 3: 
40DRESS= l :o :o. 
CONTROL=RJECTL. 
STATION=S9,. s 10. 

s l· Sit. 

s 7., se;. 

5-5 
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s11,. s12. 

FILE RJEQUEUE 
FAMILY=s1,.s2.s3,54,.ss.s&.s1.se.s9,.s10.s11.s12. 

FINI 
?ENo· 
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PAGES -----
2-3 
3•1 

3-9 & 
3-12 
3-l3 
3-31 
3-34 

3-J7 

3-43 

4-1 

4-5 
4-13 

4-16 

4-22 & 

4-25 -

3-10 

4-23 

4-28 

--------------------------------------------------
4ll references to 81100 changed to 81800/81700 

Added F. <Auto•atic CALLBACK feature> 
Added w'll decks •ust te terminated by a •?ENO• 
card" to REH~TE DEt~s 
~dded Re•ote Output Messages 16 through 19 
~dded •PH to Mnemonics of ~eyboard entries 
Added •PH Input Message 
•dded C4ll04CK to run·tiae re•ote terminal options 
Added format 2 <•TO <option na•e>> to •TO Input 

Message 
Underlined Syste• Input Messages Bf, CH• co, OF. 

EX• MH, HO• Qf• RB• and RE to indicate these 
commands require a valid usercode and password 

Added RJE Host Syste1 Output Error Messages 18 
through 21 

4dded "Each. line may have cnly cne ~emote satellitE 
syste••••" to General Description of RJE ControllE 
~dded C~LLB-CK 
Indicated only first two characters are necessary 

for valid syntax ~f ~UEUE co•eand 
Indicated only f;rst two characters are necessary_ 
for valid syntax of USER command 

Indicated two security violatio~ conditions with 
attempted use of the "*" er <<usercode>> 
conventions 

Table 4•1 revised; discussion of 4-N ~evised; furtt 
discussion <O·W> addee 
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NETWORK CONTROLLER <NC> 2-2 
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SYSTEM ACCESS 4-23 
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